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A liberal government, in consultation with Aboriginal peoples, would undertake a major 
overhaul of the federal claims policy on a national basis. The objective of a Liberal 
government regarding land and resource rights would be to uphold the honour of the 
Crown by settling these matten thmugh a fair and equitable process.' 

'Ibis short discwion paper was prepared for the Indian Claims Commission. It is intended 
to encourage a dialogue on the process for implementing the commitment made by the 
Liberal Party of Canada to overhaul land claims policy and practice. It is premised on the 
widely accepted new that the current land claims process is not working well and that 
the pace and conditions for the resolution of land daims conflim are inadequatcz 

Land claims policies have not been revised significantly since the early 1980s.J Dwing 
this period many developments have taken place, induding important new legal pronounce 
ments on aboriginal and treaty rights by the courts. Land claims poliaes have not kept 
pace with these advances, nor are they consistent with the recognition of the inherent right 
of seif*overnment Am from the creation of the lndian Claims Commission in 1991 and . . ~  ~ 

a brieheriod of&&ion between First Nations Chiefs and federal officials on specfic 
claims policy  form in 1992-93, there has been little innovation in the land daims ma 
Even where agreements have been reached, the status of those agreements (as treaties) 
and the implementation of agreements raise issues beyond the current policy h e w o r k .  
The collective challenge we face is to implement the political commitment to fundamental 
reform in a manne~ that is mindful of the developments of the past decade and sup- 
portive of a respectful and enduring relationship between aboriginal peoples and the 
government of Canada 

I Statement of U b e d  leader Jean Chr6tien, "The Aboriginal Peoples of Canada.' issued in Sarkatwn in 
Seotember 1991. 
nis view is iipprted by the Report of he  Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, 'TreatyMlking in the 
Spirit of Cdximue An Alternative to Extinguishment in Comprehemlve I d  Claims Agreemenu" (Omwa: 
Slmnnh md rplyipp* IWF) - .r, ., - . - - -. . . . . ., . , , , ' The fedenl mmpre~we clvm plvy w% laued m Depmnt of LndvnNbm yd Nonhern Dew(opnen1 
(OUYD). In AU F o m  (Omwl. Mlrunry of Sup I) yd SeMces. 1981), m Dsember 19RI and the spe 
rific clams poltcv su ~ssued in DUVO. OullL1&ne B d n w  .4 Nuhw C h m  Pdm S m l i c  Ckzim 
(Onawr U&\O, i987, u r e d , ,  m Miy 1982 (cee li99911 ICCP 171) [heremlfier~hnhin '~winersl 
Sam minor dun were mmduced to thaw phoes, cspeaz~y lo he mprehemiw claims poi7 m 19% 
hUovmg the Tuf&me Repn on Comprvhemlve C l a m  



One of the spedfic chaJlenges I faced in preparing this paper was to reflect and to m m  
modate the diversity of aboriginal peoples. Fist Nations (both status and non-~tatuS 
Indians), Mbtis, and Inuit peoples have all advanced land claims that reflect a diversity 
of cultures, histories, and geographies. Indeed, some of these daims overlap and raise 
sensitive inter-aboriginal issues of territorial boundaries and rights.' 

In implementing land claims reform, it is important to address this diversity in order 
to ensure that the process is both fair and responsive to the &tunstanus of various 
aboriginal peoples and aboriginal govenunents. A diversified process, with separate 
processes for Mba, lnuir, and Fim Nations claims, may well be inwitable. The focus here is 
primarily on the resolution of First Nations claims, given that the majority of claims out- 
standing are of this kind Tliis focus also reflects my own difficulty with conceptualizing 
a "onefor-all" implementation p m s .  This is not to say that additional work is unneces 
sary on diversity issues, since it is most certainly required However, sufficient work has 
been done on First Nations daims to allow for the immediate implementation of reform 
in this area At the same time, issues of diversity should be dimssed with hW and Inuit 
peoples, and refonns designed to rdect their unique circumstances. 

There is one additional challenge of diversity in land daims reform, one that is internal 
to F i t  Nations peoples. First Nations leaders from numbered treaty areas have repeatedly 
articulated the need for a t reayspdic  process in order to implement existing treaties 
and to address grievances on a treaty-bytreaty basis. A wayspecific process may well 
be the long-term direction for reform, and it should not be rejected in favour of an issue 
spedfic model of dispute resolution, such as a land daims process. While this direction 
for change is W i g  explored, issuespeciflc processes, if only as a transition method, may 
be needed in areas such as land claims because the needs here are urgent Of course, 
recourse to any process should be at the discretion of the F i t  Nation leadership in con. 
sultation with F i t  Nations atizens, and no F i t  Nation should be forced into any process 
without its informed consent and without a consideration of all avallable options. The 
important point at this stage is that implementation of the commitment to overhaul land 
daims policies and p d u r e s  is vital and must be connected to wider changes. These 
changes are detailed in the Liberal Party of Canada's platform for pokq.reform on aboriginal 
issues, and include treaty matters. 

One additional development relevant to the overhaul of land daims is the increased 
regionalization of the p-. The creation of speafic processes in the provinces of Ontario 
and British Columbia is a signiscant innovation, one worthy of careful consideration and 
analysii. Developments in Manitoba may lead to regional processes on land issues for F i t  
Nations in that province. To some extent, however, these provincial developments are 
the product of the failure of the national land claims processes. The federal position in 
these regional processes has raised concerns; henceforth, the discussion on land claims 
reform at the national level should ensure that the poliq advances achieved at the 

* The lerntond mdlm beween h e  Dene md but whxh came !n hghl d w g  h e  r&nUon of ihe Nunawl 
Find Agreement are r cue in polnL 
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regional level must intluence the national refonn projeq just as any new changes at the 
national level should be extended to regional initiatives. While the pressure for political 
change stems from strong regional dissatisfaction with current poliaes, a national reform 
effort is not inconsistent with this fact 

Ibis dele is, by design, brief, and is not by any means a comprehensive veaunent 
of the land claims policy or the claims process reform agenda More questions are raised 
than are analyzed, and no deRnitive "answers" are provided. The search for answers or 
the implementation of land claims reform must be the product of a joint effort between 
aboriginal peoples and the government at a common table. Options are explored in this 
article, but the implementation decisions must be the product of a jointly conceived and 
managed implementation process. In other words, this article is geared towards opening 
a dialogue on reform. Where that conversation leads is the responsibility of F i t  Nations' 
and government leaders. 



The Liberal Party of Canada's election pohcy platform, Creating qbporhmity, indudes 
important commitments for charting a new course in federal government relations with 
aboriginal peoples.' Smce its election in October 1993, the liberal government has restated 
on numerous occasions its intention to renew and improve relationships with First 
~ a t i o n s ~  one of the critical components of this plafform is the settlement of disputes 
over lands and resources. These disputes arguably represent the most longstanding and 
embittering failures of Crown policy. Only since 1973 has the federal government acknowl- 
edged a willingness to resolve disputes over lands and resources, and that opening was 
won through litigation? 

While the shortcomings of existing land claims policies and procedures have been 
widely recognized in the past 20 years: progress on new approaches and innovation in 
dispute-resolution strategies have been slow. The federal government's comprehensive 
and s p d c  land claims policies9 ostensibly serve to resolve disputes over lands, resources, 
and related grievances. However, these policies have numerous deficiencies, which will be 
explored in this article and which lead one to question whether minor or tinkering reforms 
are sufficient to address the evident defects. Whiie these poliaes call for a negotiation 

&ral Puty o l C v u d l C d q  C&mmrtlr) l 7 w ~ P l m f a ~  [Red Book ( I h w l  1993) [here 
A h t t n g  ywl, n * A h & p m   of^^ ~ O r r n Y ~  EPmL 195) I i x remhr  
A h P l n o l  P&S 
The &er u& h e  expms~on -abongmd peoples' when r e f m  mllemveiy lo Fun Nauonr. W e t s  ad 
lnwr peoples i he  exp-on *Plm Nlaom a used rnterrhangnba mth a term ihu a rlco used 
where appropnrte I mU ue the erprmon "Flrn Nanons' Ihrou&huul, sum the paper is s~KIWI~ faused 
on Fusl Nauom land d m  vmcerser lsee emhanun m vrelre &over 

7 Notabhr ihe rexmition oflbbrigjnal tide m &Idmu c d h  ( h m w  Cenenl). 119731 SCR 313. . . 
which ied lo he&velopmeni or a federal lvld c l am poky 
mere haw been numerous studies. repom, m d  propowls for land d m  policy reform. Thew mdude 
DUW. Task F w e  lo Re- Comorehens~ve C h  Pohw Litlne W l i s s  h h n ~  A m w m m h  lOrww% - - -  ~. ~~~~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~~ ~~ ~ ~ , . - ~  " ~ ~~ ~~ -~~ e n -~ ~~ ~ .- ~- ~- 
DUW, kember  1985). &&&I LW A a m a d o ~  Speod Cammtoee Report,Aha!&RrghLs rn Ol& 
An A~muiafa AcMn (Ouw CUh 1%); Indian Cnmrmaan of O n W ,  fhmmh PmdrRemmdmm Firsl 
Nahim hid CIatm (Toronlo ICO. IW, ,  Robem Jlrmeson. 'Rmhioon o l  h e r  ln io lnng i ia  Nermm 
and Governmenu An Onuno Expenme' (dmh p a p  r e p d  lor he S p e d  C o m l w e  on Nwve Jusucp 
olthe Culxlun Er Mvruabn 1 W 1  h ~e~harnP%nntfwfor&- A" ~ lo luoaonofh-  
~ a t i u e  Claim Sebknent &&, iiBC ~IannLn &n (Y&wer: Schml of Communi& and Reaiod 
PlYlnrng August 1985) McCnllrm -mrplle~Rmkmon Uehamm m he Reroludon of Camprehem 
Land C h  Power hbdam between Abonguul Clwnvltr ud Covemmnu' (dnh pa r p r r p d  for 
1he Rovd Lomnusslon on r\banmd Peook Mav 19931 ud LlornslRarelled~eu 'Angs 0, Cmdas ~~~~ ~~~,~~ ~~~ ~~-~~~ - ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ r ~ ~ - , ~ ~  , ,-- ~~ 

Comorehemive and SwcifK C b  Polides and Sunmted Alternativerer' (dnh Dlwr ~revved for the Rovd 
Cn&ion on Moribd Peo lest April 1994). ~oTaddi60d sources, &e  el& 6 i b l i b h y ,  below. ' 

9 i he  policies can he found in 8utstanding Business, note 3 above, and DUND, Living Treaties: Lasting 
-, note 8 ahve. 



process for daims rrsolution, in the past 20 years we have seen a massive increase in 
litigation over daims, even though almost everyone involved in claims recognizes that 
litigation is not the best method for addressing land disputes. 'lhe rise in litigation is a 
by-product of a failed disputeresolution p m  in the claims area, and has served to 
reinforce an adversarial appmd~ on the part of the Crown and the Fhsr Nations m dealing 
with these disputes. It appears that the F i t  Nations and the federal government are 
headed towards further confrontafion and hostility. The only remedy is a reworking of 
federal claims policies and the establishment of an appropriate and effective process for 
the mlution of disputes between First Nafions and government over lvlds and resouws. 

Ihe literature on claims, along with the positions taken by the F i t  Nations' leaders, 
supports the creation of a disputeresolution process which is independent h m  govem- 
ment, jointly established by government and F i t  Nations, and expeditious, yet affording 
all incidents of pwedural and substantive fairness; which ensures that the federal gov- 
enunent M y  discharges its fiduciary obligations during all phases of claims resolution 
and after settlement; and which does not require aboriginal peoples to ex!inguish or sever 
their historic and spiritual connections with their b-aditional territories. There is a wide 
gulf between this vision and the existing arrangements. 

The only significant national policy development on claims has been the creation of 
the Indian Claims Commission in 1991" to deal with spedfic land claims disputes." m e  
federal government divides land daims into three categories: spealic claims, comprehen- 
sive claims, and "daims of another kind" There are no firm definitions of these three cate 
gories, and they have been uiti&ed as unworkable and a&icial in practice. Specific land 
daims are said to be claims that stem from W e s  and the application of the Indian Act 
(i.e., m e  lands, sumden ,  etc). Comprehensive claims are claims based on traditional 
native use and wpancy (ownership) of the land "Claims of another kind" are daims based 
on uaditional use and occupancy (ownership) by First Nations that have entered into 
waties (preConfederation treaties), where the terms of the ueaties do not deal expliaty 
with land f i e  Indian Claims Commission was established to deal only with speafic claims, 
which encompass the maprity of claims submitted to the federal go~ernment'~ 

While the new Commissimn has shown promise in reviewing disputes over claims n e p  
tiation, it has signjficant institutional limitations gven that it has been working within 
a policy framework that is considered inhospitable to claims resolution." Moreover, the 
inquiries it has conducted to date have produced well.reasoned and well-supported 

10 Established by Order in Coundl PC 1991.1329, amended by Order in Council PC 1992.1730. 
11 See Indian Cllims Commission. AnnunlRepaf 1991-1992 101993.1994 (Ottawa, [L994]). 
'2  As of Febmary 1993, of the 578 spedfv c h h s  submioed sin@ 1973, no more than 44 have been settled, 

Abon'ginnlP8oples, mIe 5 ibove, 11. 
13 m e  keembly of First Nationr, in their critique of federal land claims poliaes, MN's CMp-9  ofF& 

Covemnrenf Lnnd Ckzints t'didas (OIIawz AFN, AugW 21, I$%), has suggested that: "In summuy, the 
fedenl government's rpedfv dahs poliq is ininldequlre in llmosl every rerpecL Its c i M %  process and 
LOIS have resulted in very few settlements, w i n g  same F i t  Nltions to rejea it zs a viable mechanism 
to address their piev-. Many others, who an inlo the r%ms at one stage or another, get d i i u r .  
aged waiting for progress m wen relatively minor -" $5). 



recommendations that have been submined to government for action. Unfortunately, 
there has been no action by government to date an4 given that the federal government 
is under no obligation whatsoaer to respond to recommendations, this silence has called 
into question the very purpose of the inqWy process itseIt? lhis has led many to ques- 
tion the effectiveness of the Commission's existing mandate in resolving disputes on 
daims, given it is limited only to making recommendations to govenunents and does 
not have binding jurisdiction in any formal sense.I4 The other s i p i k n t  develop men^ 
albeit regional and not national, was the creation in 1992 of the British Columbia Treaty 
Commission to deal with comprehensive daims in the province.'5 

The British Columbia Treaty Commission is a First Nations, provincial, and federal 
government initiative undertaJcen after the province of British Columbia recognized con 
tinuing aboriginal land rights in 1990. The commission has been in the formative phase 
since 1992 and has yet to commence negotiations. While a trilateral pmces (First Nations1 
two levels of government) has guided the creation of the commission and the establish- 
ment of protocol on process and negotiations, the British Columbia Treaty Commission 
is working within the national policy framework. Many encouraging developments have 
come from this trilateral process, such as the appointment of both aboriginal and non- 
abor igd  commissioners. Approximately 40 claims have been submitted for negotiation 
at the time of writing, although no dedsions have yet been made on priorities. However, 
it seems likely that once negobations are under way, disputes will arise that will face die 
same potential of being stalemated as have &puts from other regions which operate 
under existing policies (i.e., disputes over extinguishment, independent resolution of con- 
flicts, etc.). Because the treaty commission process is new and is in the formative phase, 
it is &cult to assess progress to date. It is an open question whether national policies 
will continue to inform the process in British Columbia, and what effect this will have 
on progress once negotiations commence. This reservation in no way detracts h m  the 
progress in establishing a regional institution to move negotiations ahead ihe British 
Columbia initiative on comprehensive claims is significant, and policy innovation at the 
national level should incorporate the advances achieved here. It is dear, however, that 
a more comprehensive national policy overhaul is requid to bring policy and practice 
in line with the commitments the federal government has made, and to ensure that these 
commitments are extended to existing regional processes such as the British Columbia 
Treaty Commission. 

' I le changes to h d  daims policy that have been proposed by the Liberal Party of Canada 
have been widely supported by numerous studies, reports, and articles during the past 
10 years. ?his article will focus speafically on process issues, and on ways to reform the 
process for resolving disputes over the acceptance, negotiation, and implementation of 

1" more mmplete dhsdon  of the Indim Wlims Commission l p p m  below. 
I r  Established lfter h e  R ~ o f ! h f b W i s h  Cd& T d f a c e  (Vamower: @em's hter,June 28,1991). 

EdiWs Now S i  Ms llupelwmre Kin papa, the government hu sent sevenl rerponser (see p. 21 n. 37). 



both specific and comprehensive land claims. However, the substantive policy framewotlr 
cannot be divorced from issues of process and dispute resolution Recent experience with 
the Indian Claims Commission seems to reinforce this point: institutional reform of 
process, without policy reform of claims aiteria, funding, and negotiation guidelines, 
may tempo- divert conAicts away fmm the Depamnent of Wan AlTain and Northern 
Development OW) ,  but not resolve them. Ihe Indian Claims Commission has begun 
the process of establishing its crediiity in the review of claims issues and has shown 
promise in embracing altermube dispute-resolution processes in the claims process. It is 
my view that process reform does aid substantive policy change by providing specific 
contexts in which to assess the fairness of policies and the application of substantive ai 
teria For example, a panel of the Indian Claims Commission in its inquiry into the Athabasca 
Denesuline Treaty Harvesting i(lghts complaint16 had to consider whether the specific 
claims policy permitted claims arising fmn interference with treaty harvesting activities. 
Ihe position of the federal government was that such harvesting rights cannot be the sub 
ject of a Co mmission inquiry unless specific breaches can be shown (i.e., no declaratory 
power in the Commission). ?he panel found that the policy extended to treaty harvesting 
activities and that concerns regarding these rights could properly form the subject of a 
s@c claim At the level of process, this decision aided in clarifying a much disputed 
aspect of the policy. In other words, a good process will open up substantive problems 
with policy. In this article, some attention will be given to matters of substance and policy, 
but further mnsidention of extinguishment and other contentious substantive matters is 
beyond its scope.'' 

The discussion has been organized into four sections: first, a review of the federal 
government's (Liberal Party of Canada's) commitments to reform land claims policies at 
the national level, along with an o v e ~ e w  of existing policies and institutions; secondly, 
a discussion of fiduciary duties, and reasons why full observance of fiduciary obligations 
should inform a discussion of the implementation of broad reforms in the land area; 
thirdly, specific options for revising the claims settlement process, with an emphasis on 
the Indian Claims Commission as an institution that could be built upon in the reform 
process; and fourthly, a discussion of a transition process, to ensure that the dialogue on 
claims reform begins and that it does so in a manner consistent with the other commit- 
ments government has made to aboriginal peoples, such as the commitment to implement 
the inherent right of self-government 

'6  [I9941 1 ICCP 159. 
'7 P. Joffe and M.E Turpel, Mnguirhnsnfof lhsRigNr ofAba@nnlPm~: Aoblams and Altmaliws, 

3 vok. (Omwz Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, November 17, 1994). 



The Ihed Party of Canada has prepared a detailed statement of policy on issues relaling 
to aboriginal peoples.L8 lhis policy platform squarely addresses the overhaul of federal 
land daims policy. 'lhe commitments made in this statement deserve dose attention 
because they represent an agenda for reform that &pans substantially from existing 
policies and pracrices. Moreover, while some very @c commitments have been made, 
the implementation of these proposals in the land and resources areas requires further 
discusion in order to provide a detailed plan of action Since forming the new govern- 
ment of Canada,19 Liberal ministers have advanced some regional or I d  proposals as 
"experiments" with First Nations." However, no concrete plans for implementing the 
land daims commitmats have been developed either by Fim Nations or by the Government 
of Canada At this point, land claims policy and practice across the country are in a peak 
liar situation: commitments to reform are on the table, yet there are no d i i n s  on 
the implementation of those mmmitments. Consequently, daims are being addressed as 
if those commitments had not been made, and frustrations continue to grow. 

The article has accepted at face value the commitment of the Govenunent of Canada 
to a new relationship with aboriginal peoples and, in paninrlar, its proposals to overhaul 
completely the federal land claims policy. While the substance of the federal government's 
commitments on land claims is not new and is widely supported in the litemre," the 
fact that the Liberal government has committed itself to fundamental reform in order to 
address the longstanding criticism of policy in this area is a tdy significant development, 
and we must take it as a sincere and profound opening for h g e .  These commitments 
witl be dearly described at the outset so that any recent variances can be addressed. It 
is important to note that without progress on land daims issues, the sincerity of the 
commitments of the new government on other issues wil l  soon be called into question. 

In AbonpnrJPmp4e1, nore 5 above 
' 9  W W  h e  pow @a described m hn m n n  u hu of the Wlenl P ~ r y  of Ondl I wdl refer u, the 

C o v m t  of Canaka mmdmgobiy wth ihe lrbenl Parly of Can& h e  hevemmenl d Canada 
hu  rmSnned on nwnenw masionc I& mlendca a p r d  ullh the unpkmenwn d m  plvy phdm 
The Igreemenl beween h e  Mmuw of l&m AKm and the Awmbly of Man~mln Gueb a wmd down 
the Depvmwnt of Indun AKm m hl p m w  u pmbabiy h e  most unbtmus of h e  regwnd pmpodi 
announced lo &ate The framework igreemenl w a  signed on 7 k m b w  199, 
D M D  Llwng Tw& Inrlffl~ Agmmwb3, note d abow CBA, Abapd Rtghb m Canada Ctuefs 
Commlrlee on Uyms. 'Rnt Yanons $ububmlrs~on on Clvms December 14. 1990.' repnnled 119W1 1 lCLP 
174 For oher general s o w ,  see Sekn BlMmgraphy behw 
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The commitments on land claim. reform can be broken down into three broad areas: 
first, commitments that stem fmm the overall objective or political rationale for revamping 
federal aboriginal policy generally, such as implementing the recognition of the inherent 
right of selCgovernment and promoting economic selfsufficienq secondly, spedfic pro- 
posals on land daims policy reform, induding both process and substance issues such as 
reconceptualizing claims and establishing an independent process to facilitate the senle- 
ment of disputes; and, thMy, commitments by the federal government to work doselywith 
provinaal govenunents to ensure that land daims m be settled with the cooperation of 
provindal governments, given their jurisdiction over lands and resows in the provim - 
in other words, commitments relating to intergovernmental relations. Each of these areas 
will be described in turn so that a dear picture of the commitments we are working with 
can emerge and we can assess the challenges and options for implementation. 

BROADER OBJECllVE FOR OVERHAULING PEDERAL CLAIMS POi,ICY 

Tho overriding objectives anchor the federal government's commitment to a new land 
claims policy: seKgovernment and economic se&sufEincy. The land claims process has 
made it difficult to progress on either objective in the past decades. The Liberal Party has 
committed itself to these objectives, and has expressed the connection between progress 
on land claims and the achievement of these objectives in the following terms: 

Ihe framework within which a Liberal government and Mgina! peoples will move ahead 
will be the recognition that Aboriginal peoples have the inherent right of self.govemment 
within Canada Within this context, a Liberal government will assist Aboriginal peoples 
to become self.suffident and self.goveming through initiatives that promote Aboriginal 
community development and a sound economic base for the i u t ~ r e . ~ ~  

Claims resolution is central to the economic and political development of Fikt Nations 
because the reserve system has never been adequate to provide for the economic and 
social needs of F i t  Nations peoples. Moreover, it certainly has not respected the land 
rights of F i t  Nations. 

Land claims resolution is also pivotal for progress on the inherent right of seE 
government and the development of a more trusting and respectful relationship between 
F i t  Nations and the federal government. It is difficult to imagine progress on the imple- 
mentation of the inherent right ofself-government while First Nations territories remain 
in dispute. Without resolving these conflicts, the territorial jurisdiction of F i t  Nations 
governments will be a source of ongoing M o n  in relations among governments and 
in implementing discussions on self.govemment. 

AboriginolPmpls, note 5 above. 2. 
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The dear delineation of First Nations rights to land and resources is a aucial foundation 
for the lonpterm sunzss of selfgovernment But it is also imponvlt for non-Aboriginal 
Canadians and for governments, because certainty of ownership and rights will ahw em 
nomic development to pmeed and will help put Canadians to wokZ' 

Arguably, without progress on the resolution of land claims, all other aspects of the 
Liberal Party platform will be called into question As the party has acknowledged: 

If Aborigmal mmmunitjes are to t o m e  seIf&ent, they must have an adequate land 
and m u m  base upon which to grow. That is why a l ibmi  government is committed 
to overhauling the land claims policy in ways that will make the pmcess more fair, more 
efficienf and less costly.* 

The restoration of land and resource base sufficient to sustain Aboripinal societies, through 
the equitable resolution of land claims, is the key to the future and longtm mltural and 
economic success of selfgovenunent The dispossession of their traditional territories is 
one of the mot causes of the mntemponry sodal and economic ills and inequities that 
exist amongst Aboriginal peoples in Canadaz5 

The recognition of the need to restore aboriginal sodeties' land and resource base as a 
key to the longterm sueeess of self-govenunent is important because it is premised on 
the recognition of rights The m e n t  policy framework is based on an odd position of 
not mqpizing land rights from the outset, but negotiating land issues based on an Atude 
of munificence rather than entitlement What makes this seem even more odd in prac- 
tice is that, although the federal claims policy does not start from a position of recogni- 
tion of nghts, it requires the claimant to accept an eventual extinguishment of any rights 
that might exist lhis new framework of recognition, economic se'suffiaency, and self- 
govenunent is a dramatic and welcome depamre from the existing policy backdrop. 

The acceptance of the inherent right of seEgovenunent as a general policy objective 
is important for claims reform because self-government requires power-sharing m the 
p- of policy development and in the d o n  of new institutions for resoking disputes. 
In the pa$ policies and pmcesses have been put m place daterally by the federal govern. 
ment and ht has been little or no remea for the themica and consent of Flrst Nations. . . 
Self-government requires this partidpation and consent at wery level. It also means Ihat, 
like the British Columbia Treaty Commission model, new institutions should rekct both 
F i t  Nations and non-aboriginal (government) membership and values. The old model of 
imposing poliaes and bumuuatic visions of what is right or workable has been jettisoned 

23 Hon. Ron I-, W t e r  of& Mhirs. Speech (Canadian Bar Assaia!ion seminar, Halifu, February 12, 
1%) [un ublished]. 

24 A&paoples, nnote 5 ibove, 2. 
25 ibid. 10. 



in favour of power.sharing and rebuilding better working relationships between F i t  
Nations and governments. lhis is a welcome &parhue, and It will assist the development 
of a fair and respectful land claims policy. 

DEI'AILS OF THE PUTPOBM: SUBSTANTIVE AND PROCEL)URAL PROPOSALS 

In order to realize the rwin objectives of self-government and economic selfmmsuHiaency, 
a major shift in policy is required The shift is required at two connected levels: fust, an 
overhaul of the substantive aspeas of land claims policy, such as the criteria for valida- 
tion of daims, and a reconsideration of the w p e  of negotiations (whether, for example, 
they should be extended to indude issues of self-government jurisdiction); and secondly, 
a new process for the implementation of the policy and the resolution of conflicts at all 
stages from pwvalidation to postsettlement. The current policy envisions no appeal 
pmeess, no procedure to deal with conflicts (outside the recent W a n  Claims Commission), 
and little of the rudiments of fundamental justice and fairness that have come to be 
expected in Canadian law when government decisions have dramatic impact on rights 
and propeny. The Liberal Party of Canada has made numerous important and broad- 
sweeping proposals on both levels of reform. 

The k t  commitment dates to substantive reform. The federal government has stated 
explicitly that land claims processes will no longer be premised on the blanket extin- 
guishment of aboriginal and treaty rights and that other approaches will be explored 
which do not require aboriginal peoples to sever their historic relationship to lands. 

Claims negotiatons have been difficult in part due to thesmng objections by Aboriginal 
people to cemh  vpens of the current policy, in particular extingudment and the reluc- 
tance of the federal government to negotiate self-government as part of claim. Negotiations 
have been unduly protnaed, resulting in the auumulation of massive amounts of debt for 
claimants. Problems in the implementation of some land daims agreements also give cause 
to remnsider the merits of the exisring policy.. . In order to be consistent with the Canadian 
Constitution which now "recognizes and affums" Aboriginal and treaty rights, a Uberal 
government will not require bknlret extinguishment for claims based on Aboriginal title.26 

From this statement we can presume that blanket extinguishment will be repudiated. 'Ibis 
opens up the process for signfieant progress, since the extinguishment requirement has 
prevented many First Nations from entering into, progressing with, or concluding claims 
negotiations. Fist Nations view their extinguishment as culturally unacceptable and as a 
renunciation of their unique relationship with their traditional territories. 

The second proposal relates to both the substantive and the procedural aspects of the 
existing policy. The federal goverment is committed to eliminating the distinction between 
specific and comprehemive land claims. 



Many have uitidzd the vtifKial distinction between speciIic and comprehensive claims in 
the mmnt claims wliaes. Instead of separate m d i c  and wnwrebendve claim, we 1110 
pose a genenl poh& enmupassing dl ~ilims. U& a libenl government, the negotiaiion 
of claims relanng to Aboriginal and peaty rights could indude the right of selfg~vemment~~ 

While this statement is silent on the mysterious category of "claims of another kind," it 
seems logical that all claims would be part of a general policy and that fitting one's daim 
into a bureaucratic category would not be required in order to commence discussions 
on claims. 

Ihe  he propad relates to the s u k u ~ c e  of daims policy. Ihe Liberal Party platform 
recognizes that while there have been no significant changes in policy since 1980, 
the new policy and process need to catch up to developments that occurred because of 
litigation, some of which was the by-product of the ineffective daims process. 

Major refwms are now needed to these claims policies and p m m .  Fit, they are out of 
step with the legal and politinl evolution of Aboriginal and treaty rights. %ere have been 
no fundamental changes to federal daims policy since the last major review by a liberal 
government in 1980. Yet, there have been major legal and political developments since 
then in April 1982, existing Abori@ and trevy rights were recognized and &ed in 
section 35 of the Constitution An. 1982. Ihere have also been no less than five Important 
deckions of the Supreme Court of Canada. . . AU of these decisions affect claims." 

The liberal Party has recognized that the land claims process is not expeditious and 
that the resolution of conflicts by litigation has caused unnecessary expense and delay. 
It proposes the establishment of an independent claims commission, jointly mated with 
First Nations so that the process can be [air and timely, and the wnHicts of interesa that 
plague the current process can be remedied 

[Cjurrent claims policies have not resulted in an expeditious resolution of land elaims . . . 
One of the most costly vpenr of current clajms process has been the length of time to settle 
claims and the litigation that results when negotiations are stalled . . . A Liberal g o m  
ment will ueate, in moperation with Aboriginal peoples, an independent Claims Commission 
for both specific and comprehensive daims . . . It is expected that the Independent Claims 
Commission wlll M to d e r  setdements and low4 a*m for both ~bo& dalmantr 
dthefederalgovemnt ... nemexist inglandmhahasdacoeonflof  
interea fw !he feded government in ded* whether to arcept or reject claim a@w itself? 

Unfomnately, F i t  Nations have had to resort to litigation because of the deficiencies 
with the land daims process. lhis point is significant because it encourages us to consider 

27 bib, 12. 
26 bid., 11. 
29 bib 



processes for resolving conflicts other than through litigation It is here that the Indian 
Claims Commission experience is instructive. 

Ibe Commission, composed of members jointly selected by Aboriginal peoples and the fed. 
eral govemmenc could have the following feanws - to report @uly to Parliament; to 
Ww daims negotivaq to mabM time hame$ to M o p  mverLll for didahng damq 
to inquire into the need to clvify or renovate ueaties to d e  their express terms consis 
tent with their spirit and intent; and to have an ongoing role in the implementation 
of claims agreements . . . The Commission will not replace direct negotiations between 
the f e d 4  government and claimants. It will instead faditate and bring fairness to the 
negotiation ~mcess .~ 

The idea of an independent c o ~ i o n  that would not supplant the wgoaation process, 
but would oversee that process and deal with disputesarising from all aspects of claims 
(fmm validation to settlement implementation), is aadal for progress. The government's 
commitment to move on this issue is long overdue and worthy of support 

PROVINCIAL. INVOLVEMENT 

The involvement of provinces in the resolution of land claims disputes has been a sen. 
sitive issue ever since the inception of the federal claims policy in 1973. 

Most Crown land in Canada swth of 60 degrees is held by the pruvinm. A Libaal government 
would engage the provinces in redressimg the grievances of Aboriginal peoples over land 
and resourco rights, including negotiating agreements for mmanagement and resource 
rwenuA* We Re will ppromote mtnawpmu apments benveen Aboriginal peoples 
and federal, pmvindal and tenitorial governments.)' 

Many F i t  Nations new the transfer of lands and resources to the provinces in section 109 
of the Cons- Act, 1867, along with the Prairie Rovinm Natural Resows  Transfer 
Agreements, as a nolation of theiruaties with the federal government Moreover, some 
treaty First Nations do not want a tripartite land daims process because they believe it 
will compromise their historic relationship with the federal Crown. The Liberal Party 
seems to have sidestepped this issue somewhat by proposing that it will engage the 
provinces in redressing grievances over land, possibly through a separate process or 
within a negotiation, subject to the consent of the F i t  Nations party. 

It is essential that work proceed on both the levels identified above - substantive 
policy reform and dispute-resolutian processes. This article, however, will focus on 
dispute.resolution and mediation processes. 

30 mid., 12. 
I' CIlurabg @Pbm@, nore 5 above, 103. 



PROBLEMS wml CURRENT LAM) CLAMS POUCIBS AND PROCISSBS 

There are two land claims polides in place at present: a comprehensive claims policy 
and a spedfic daims policy?' Both look to negotiation$ to resolve daims once a claim 
bas been Wdated" by government lhis validation process causes many disputes, s i m  
the government has set out broad aiteria and often interprets them in narrow and unpre- 
dictable ways, often withholding legal reasons from First Nations claimants on the basis 
of Crown privilege. Both claims policies were established after the Supreme Court of 
Canada accepted the notion of aboriginal title in 1973 in Ca./d13r.'~ All claims polides 
have been unilaterally developed and occasionally &ed by the federal government 
without substantial input by First ~ations?' 

The comprehensive daims policy p m  works as follows: daimants prepare a sfate. 
ment of their daim, with supporting material demons!ming that they can satisfy a test 
for the e&ence of aboriginal title to lands. lley must show that they are an organized 
society, that they have mupied a certain territory since time immemorial, that their oen, 
pation and use was continuous, and that they have excluded other aboriginal peoples in 
the pursuit of traditional customs within the territory. m e  p m f  of these criteria requires 
substantial dorumentation. 'Ihe issue of occupation since time immemorial can be a ludi- 
mus  requirement for some claimants, when early colonial history is Eragmentarj and 
the claimants' dhue is based on oral tradition -yet when oral evidence is not accepted 
in the claims process. This is uue especially in Atlantic Canada 

~f a claim meets the criteria, it is placed on a list awaiting negotiations. Until recently, 
the number of claims negotiated at any given time was limited to six. Even now that this 
Limit bas been lifted, there are still concerns about political interference in prioritizing 
daims Nego!iations p r o d  m the stage where a framework agreement is in place whick 
outlines the detailed process for negotiating the claim to the stage of an agreement-in 
principle. The agreement-in-prindple b like a h a l  agreemen4 and it becomes final w b e ~  
it is e n d  into legislabon and passed by F'adiament ihe daimant group must also ratify 
the agreement-in-principle prior to legislative ntifcation. The agreement may or may 
not receive constitutional promtion as a mty ,  depending on whether the federal govern- 
ment is willing to agree to a clause in the agreement and the implementing legislation 
to that effect For example, in the recent Yukon land Claims Settlement, the federal 
government withheld this status?' 

32 For an overview dthe process which hu only been s l jght lym~ed,  see D I M ,  h d  C h h  Policy Fyt 
Sheet, July 1999, mi, more recently, D M ,  FBderalPd*y 101 ! J ! a S e ~ o f N a l i v .  a i m s  (Ottaw 
DUND, Mmh 1993). 

35 Ga& v. Brilbh Coluahh ( A m  W), note 7 above. 
34 Periups with the e x c e p h  of those daim submitted to the Indian Claims Commission. See belox. 
3s Peter Hogg and I question whether this withholding w e n u  such agreemenu fm being m~ti~tionaliy 

shielded as aboriginal rights, in "Implementing tRe Aboriginal Self-Government: Constitotiond md 
JurMiabnal Issues." forthmming (1995) Can BY Rev. ( u n p u b W  manmu@t on file with author). We 
also call for a r w d  of the poky of prwenting selfevemment m e n t i  from having ueq  status. 



The s p d c  claims pmcm works in a similar manm Claims submitted stem from 
the adminisaation d lands and Indian awsts and the iUment of aeaties with First Nations. 
The &imant must first -ch a potential claim and then submit an application to the 
D e m e n t  of Indian Mairs with supporting documentarion suggesting that a lawful 
obligation of the Minister or the department has been breached in a particular instance. 
The process is focused on legal liabiities, and legal arguments are encounged in the vali- 
dation pmcess. If the Department of Justice agrees, a flaim is accepted and it proceeds to 
the negotiation phase. lhis phase involves discussing the basis of the claim (Yhillcation 
process") and compensation guidelines. 

No oveniew description of the daims process ean do justice to the actual workings 
of a claims submission. In p M e ,  the process is not expedient and it has not won the 
support of claimants, many of whom continue to litigate differences because of the break- 
down of the claims proeess. Some of the most significant problems with the existing 
federal pokes can be summized as ~ o U O W S : ~ ~  

The policies were unilaterally created by the federal government and are not the 
product of a joint process with F i t  Nations. Revisions to the policies have proceeded 
without significant or full F i t  Nations participation and consent 

m e  plicies are based on non-recognition of rights and on a test for validation that is 
beyond the jurisprudence, thereby requiring claimants at great expense to provide 
detailed submissions that in some cases go beyond what would be required in litigation. 

. Ihe federal government's primary objective is to extinguish aboriginal and treaty 
rights to lands and resources. 

The acceptance of claims is based on decisions by officials in the Department of lndian 
Affairs - the very party that will be negotiating for the Crown from a position of lim- 
iting any rights recognized. Thii situation inevitably raises signif~cant questions about 
conflict of interest 

The approval of negotiation mandates not only takes an inordinate amount of time 
but results in continual wranghng over mandates. 

- Most treaty rights grievances, such as hunting, trapping, and taxation, cannot be 
addressed in the spedfic claim process because of the narrowness of criteria and the 
application of criteria by federal officials. 

" lhe m b l y  olForl h w m  has p m d d  lkree &rumens IhaI derul rntwmi of he  land dwn, pub- 
4fN r Cnnqve "/Fedend Gmmmenl lomi Clatm Pdmc. nore 1 3  Ibove. Doh- of /ha W r .) 

Cmnmnwn offedernl Gouernntatlond Ftrrf N o h a  Pmmtwm o f h e  LmdChvn Pmerr 1Oruwa 
AbN,'Auw 1%). and "W (3umr Refm Rorrss ~ o d a n  ~es"uaw Flrn Nauon lyd and uesource 
Base" ( i t t l w  hFN, August 1994). 



. TIE l h e n  process of discussing the legal merits of a daim is so duous,  because 
of the mwicbhre a p p d e s  by federal officials to aboriginal and maty rights, that 
daimants would fare better in the cow. 

. S p d c  daims are "diwunted" by federal offidak, based on the chances of the daim 
being su-y litigated, thereby reducing the compensation awarded 

. &sure tlctics are used in the negotiation p n m q  and the power imbalance between 
the panies is lLEed to force agreements or to put daims on the backburner. 

Funding for subinision and negotiation is inadequate, owing to the fact that loans and 
bding decisions rest with the department This situation raises signiscant questions 
about conflicts of interest. 

- Ihe scope of negotiations is limited by the federal government agenda, and there is 
no consideration of iurisdiction and seEgovemment issues. 

. While the negotiation process is slowly worldng its way, there is no protection for the 
interests of claimants. They must seek redress before the courts in order to prevent 
the desuuaion of the lands and resources they claim. 

Numerous problems arise at .the implementation stage, and federal and provinaal 
governments are often in non-compliance. However, F i t  Nations seldom have an 
effective remedy against such inaction. 

- Reasons for decisions to reject validation are not always provide4 and, when they are, 
legal opinions and the substantiation for decisions are not disclosed to First Nations 
daimants. 

. mere are no timelines for negotiations and no incentives for settlement on the Clown 
side. Consequently, negotiations linger on with no foreseeable prospeas of settlement 

. When the process breaks down - either by inertia or because of a negative decision 
on a daim by federal officials - litigation is the only alternative . (with . the exception 
of the reeently established Indian Claims Commission). 

There is no appeal process, and there is no right to a hearing, to make submissions, 
or to a decision by an independent party alier an olfieial administering the policy has 
made a decision. 

The problems identifed with the eaisting policies are numemus, and the !laws are fatal 
to p r o p .  One innovation introdnned in 1991 to address some of these concerns was 
the ~ n d m   aims commission 



INDIAN CLAlMS COMMLSSION 

In 1990, as part of the fallout from the Oka crisis, the Minister of Indian Affairs met with 
20 First Nations leaders to discuss the settlement of specific claims. The First Nations 
leaders in attendance proposed the creation of a working group of leaden, and this body 
came to be known as the Chiefs Committee on Claims. In December 1990 the committee 
presented a report to the Minister, with several recommendations on elaims issues." 

These included a remmmendation that the federal government eliminate the d c i a l  
distinction beween spedfic and comprehensive land claims and, joiitly wirh F i t  Nations, 
create an independent process for claims resolution. 

Most of the recommendations that came forward in December 1990 were ignored by 
the federal government, which proceeded unilaterally in April 1991 with an initiative on 
speci6c daims that induded the atation of the Indian Claims Commission me Commission 
had a mandate to review disputes between claimants and the federal government so as 
to determine under the existing policy whether lawful obligations were established and 
mpensarion aiteria were appmpriate. W e  the Commission had the authority to con 
vene inquiries into disputes, it had the power only to make mmmendations to government 
after the conclusion of its hearings. It was also given the mandate of mediating disputes, 
when both parties agreed. After some revisions to its order in council in 1992, the Indian 
Claims Commission began reviewing disputes arising from the specific claims poliq To 
dare it has released reports on six matters and has received numerous other submissions 
requesting its involvement in the resolution of disputes. 

Until recently, the Commissioners were jointly selected by F i t  Nations and the federal 
government 'Ihe fust Chief Commissioner, Mr. Justice Harry S. LaFonne, was selected with 
the agreement of Fust Narions' leaders. Six additional co-m were appointed in 1992, 
three hom a list provided to the Minister of Indian Affairs by the Assembly of F i t  Nations 
Ihe Indian Claims Commission was seen as a transitional measure. In order to review 
the effectiveness of its mandate, the federal Minister of Indian Affairs and the National 
Chief of the Assembly of F i t  Nations smck a Joint First Nations/Canada Working Group 
on Sp& Claim by a protocol signed in 1992. The purpose of theJoint Working Group 
was to consider the Indian Claims Commission and the implementation of an indepen- 
dent claims commission, as well as improvements or revisions to the specificclaims policy. 
Ihe mandate of the Joint Working Group expired in July 1993 and, after 13 sessions, no 
final report was prepared." The success (or lack thereof) of the Joint Working Group 
should be instructive for any renewed effort to revise claims policy, and two key lessons 
can be learned from studying that experience. F i t ,  maintaining the d c i a l  distinction 
between comprehensive and specific claims will stalemate the process; fortunately, the 
Liberal Party of Canada platform has abandoned that position. Second, a working gmup 

5' Chefs Cumnee on U r n ,  'Fust Vaoons Subm~sslon on C h .  h m b e r  Ir, IWO, now 21 bse " By p m l  ugned July ?2, 1992 w h h  e q d  m Ju)y 1% aher c e m  Chu!gn were made lo he Order 
an CoWKll establlshmg h e  lnd~an Clvns Cornion 



comprised of Chiefs and federal offidah without signifhtt political imput on the federal 
government side is doomed to failure. 

Federal offidals working with the Joint Working Group exhibited an astounding degree 
of conservatism towards revising the spedfic claims policy and constanrly indicated thv 
they lacked instrunions or mandates to proceed with any innovations in policy. The 
records of the meetings of the group demonstrate that the federal officials assigned to 
work with the Chiefs on the Joint Working Group had M e  appreciation for fair pmcess 
and policy innovation, and linle sympathy for the land rights and resources of F i t  
Nations. The Joint Working Group did bring in a neutral party to prepare a draft report 
with recommendations for a new policy and p m s s ,  but even a m o r y  review of this 
r e p o ~  illushates the number of obpdons that federal offidals raised to reform proposals 
and tln long list of outstanding issues that the parties could not resolve during their 
brief mandate." 

The Indian Claim Comxksion h a  been remarkably effective, even with its present 
limited mandate. It helped to reopen negotiations on six daims, and it has engaged federal 
officials in training on mediation and negotiation in a cmsscultural sening: aaining which 
is long overdue and which has been superbly handled by the expert First Nations' staff 
the Claims Commission has at t ra~ted.~ It has released seven reports and transmitted 
recommendations to the Minister for actioa4' The Commission also has 5 inquiries con. 
pleted with reports in progress and 13 other inquiries in progress; in addition to W v e  
daims, 16 other daims are being assessed to determine whether they should be accepted 
as inquiries, and 16 claims have gone to mediation 

Already in its brief history, the Commission has shown a capacity for neutnhy, fair- 
ness, and expertise an daims issues. The inquiries held to date have been convened in 
F i t  Nations' communities, and a more appropriate approach to viva voce evidence has 
allowed First Nations' claimants, and elders in @dar, ta share their views of h e  daim 
without the shicmm of hearsay rules. 'Ilk is one of the most impwssk ammplishments 
of the Commission's work. As the Brst annual report notes: 

From its inception, the Commission focused on memh mediation and liaison. It has con 
stantiy been mnwned to discover relevant historid faas, using expert assistance to assess 
verbal and written statements pertaining to claims. The Commission laid emphasis on 

H ~ ~ I n * , t i n t N a b o n r ( l C C  lkmh l%)fLpku : & m l d ~ n B a n d l n q u y  Repart on Clnm 
offhe Lm Kw&mas / d u n  Band (ICC, June 1994) Young C h w  n  l n p ;  lnquvy inlo fhe 
~ o ~ h e ~ ~ n d l l N 6 o n R a r s n o ~ o  107,IK beumber 1 9 ~ 1  &of?-lnmw'l 

kid &,h (ICC, oecember 134); ind Sunar i&~epart  6;r Indian RS~& i 6 ~ b i I t q  Righl if 
Way Clnm UCC, Februq 1995). 



T U R P E L  / FAIR,  E X P E D I T I O U S ,  A N D  A C C O U N T A B L E  PROCESS  

N I ~  iwes. To this end it developed an alternative displte mlution process. Its smeshd 
use of mediaticn has respxted claiman&' traditions and mlture by avoiding the bruising 
exchanges characteristic of an advmatirl coamoom process. In all its endeavours, the 
Commission has constantly maintained liaison vim both F i t  Nations and governmente 

The Minister of Indian Affairs has not responded to each of the reports submitted to 
the dqmmient, and the efktive~lgs of the Indian Claims Commission has thus been under- 
mined Indeal, continued delays or the absence of a mpw may erode the uedibility the 
Commission has worked hard to e~tablish.~ In its first annual report, the Commission 
proposed five modest changes in policy and in its mandate. lhese proposals include a 
response protocol requiring the parties to an inquiry to respond within 60 days to a 
repon; mgnition by government of the importance of mediation early in the inquiry 
process so as to avoid a tidl inquiry; government participation in planning conferences 
for inquiries so that mediation can be reviewed, recognition by government departments 
of the mandate of the Commission; and quicker production of documents by government 
departments. 

It would appear that more dramatic reforms are required for the Commission to 
become a M y  independent and hnctional disputeresolution body for the claims process. 
The appointment process is governmentcontrolled, calling into question its indepen. 
dence and distance from government The need for reform is discussed below, but the 
order-icouncil basis of the Commission compromises its independence, even though 
in the first two years of operation a great deal of aedibility has been established by 
the Commissioners. 

INSllTUllONAL AND BUREAUCRATIC CHALLENGES 

Ihe challenges of reform are considerable, and a great deal of flexibility and ongoing polit. 
ical commitment will be required to ensure not only that the promises are implemented 
but also that they are implemented in a timely manner. Already more than a year has 
passed in the federal government's term and no progress has been made on this front 
One spedfic challenge not identified in the Liberal Pant's platform, or seldom addressed 
in the literature on claims, is the fact that the relationship between government and First 
Nations, and especially the adminisaative branch of the federal government (DMND), is 
now primarily adversarial. The introduction of alternative philosophies of dispute resolu- 
tion is diimlt when the environment has been poisoned by an adversarial attitude and 
distrust f i e  innovative work being done by the Indian Claims Commission on mediation 
in a crossnrltural context need. to be focused on and ex~anded as Dan of the omcess of 
reversing this dimate of hostility and confrontation IndeG many of ;he mmn;endarions 
in the Indian Claims Commission's first annual report are addressed to the bureaumatic 

Annual R e w  note l I ibove, 10. 
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dim@ the Faihm of gowmment to take the ISFw serrously, to attend meetings, to wnsider 
mediation, and to produce documents in a timely manner. 

ihe fact that claims resolution policies have never been sensitive to the erosseulhlral 
name of the endeavour has arguably created the climate of hostility and adremarialism. 
mis defect needs to he corrected in drafting elaims policies and processes. Negotiation, 
mediation, arbitration, and even litigation models have not been fuUy developed to reflect 
the d t u n l  amre of meir IimcUon when disputes are Wig lddrwed between P i  
Nations and government ihe litigation model has been severely critidzed as Ilawed in 
thisrespeetU 

The adversarial bureaucra!ic climate is a profound challenge in any attempt to redraft 
land claims policies and processes. Intensive education and remining are required for 
anyone working in daims, in order to change &is dimate of conflict and suspicion This 
is a further reason for inueased independence from government in elaims resolution. It 
is neoessary to create processes that reflea both aboriginal and nonaboriginal philosophies 
of dispute resolution. Without independence from govenunent and upfront sensitivity to 
aboriginal philosophies of dispute resolution, we fun the risk of retrenching a policy that 
has reduced relations between First Nations and govemment to conflict and hostility. 
lhis formidable challenge should infuse all the discussion that follows. It can, however, 
be met by ensuring that the process of changes d e d  for in the tihed platform is a 
joint creation of F i t  Nations and governmental political leaders. 

* S e e J ~ Y ~ H ~ ~ ~ A b o n ~ ~ s h W ~ ~ ~ W m ~ W u d J . ~  
Long, eds., %QUPl fotJw& A ~ g i n a l P  a n d A ~ t u J R i g & ( T m r o :  UniwrsirjolTomnIa 
Press, 1985); and Sheilah I Mar!in and K a h t  E. Mahoney, eds.. Equality ondJudicial Neulrdity 
(Toronto: CvsweU, 1987), 30. 



me experienoes to date on land claims policy reform indicate tha& without a dear commit- 
ment at the political level to a new approach, matters can quickly become derailed onto 
legal issues and confrontation it seems that the Liberty Party platform will now provide 
this missing ingredient of political commitment. The commitment to self-government, 
the independent claims commission, the ellmination of the two categories of claims, and 
the repudiation of the notion of extinguishment should move the process ahead quickly. 
Many F i t  Nations' claimants uitidze both the process and the substance of the existing 
claims policies on the basis of their inconsistentcy with the federal government's fiduciary 
obligations to Indian peoples. The notion of Fiduciary duties" is relatively new to 
aboriginalCanadian legal disputes, and it has been developed and applied to the F i t  
NationsCrown relationship because of litigation over the handling of specific claims. A 
full appreciation of the federal government's fiduciary obligations, which represent a 
considerable and serious duty to act in the interests of First Nations, has been the glaring 
omission in the daims process. 

What are fiduciary duties, and how should they guide the development and 
implementation of a new claims process? Bryant has suggested that: 

By us~ng frduavy pmaples ta govern Crown.abon@ll relauons and lncorponung thme 
p m p l e s  lnto consotuuonll pmlecuons, the Supreme Cow of Canada adopvd the most 
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compelling and effective means within the existing law to achieve justice in the area of 
abo- rights. llmt is no other mechanisn m t l y  op t ing  in !+v or equity that con 
taim the breadth and kibility - at leas with respen 10 the s u i m  relationship between 
the Cmwn and aboriginal peo~les .~ 

As a caveat we should be cautious about applying wholesale any legal notion to daims 
refonn, since we know that the legal process is not reflective of F i t  Nations' culture 
and values. By emiaing omelves to Chadian legal prindples, we m the risk of imposing 
a onesided image of how the process should proceed. However, the notion of fiduciary 
duties has been introduced, among other things, to police the power imbalances in the 
relationship and to ensure that the conduct of the Crown conforms to a standard of fair 
ness and honour; in this way it ensures that F i t  Nations' rights are not compromised 
Fiduciary obligations have been articulated in the jurisprudence on aboriginal and treaty 
nghts precisely because the Cmwn has a special legal and constitutional duty not to affect 
F i t  Nations adversely. As the Supreme Court of Canada stated in Spanwu: 

. . . the honour of the Cmwn is at stake in dealings with lboriginal peoples. The spxial mt 
relationship and the responsibility of the pemment aborigmals must be the first 
consideration in determining whether the legislation or action in question can be justified4' 

Some legal history on the law of fiduciaries may be helpful, even if it is a product of 
the Canadian legal system and has not embraced F i t  Nations' values and ~ l t u r e .  The 
prinaples that have been developed on the duties of fiduciaries should, as a minimum, 
inform the discussion process on implementing claims reform. Prior to 1984, the nature 
of the relationship between the Cmwn and First Nations was relatively unclear from a 
Canadian legal or constitutional perspective. First Nations had an understanding of the 
nature of the Crown's obligations, particularly in relation to treaties and unceded lands; 
however, it was difficult to get judicial review of Crown behaviour. The whole issue of 
First Nations' legal and constitutional status was viewed as political rather than justidable 
in nature. Sice 1984 this understanding has been completely rerhought The responsi- 
bilities the Crown bears towards F i t  Nations m now seen as analogous to those of a 
fiduciary. These recent developments are critical, since land daims policies have not kept 
pace with them 

R e  concept of fiduciary responsibilities is weU known to Canadian law, and its rele- 
vance and nature vis4d.s the Crown and F i t  Nations is now firmly established Several 
early cves recognized the legal accountability of the Crown towards First ~ations." In 
addition, a number of judgments accepted, in o6i&r, an obligation on the C m  to fulfil 
its promises to F i t  Nations. Sice the liability of the Crown over its failure to fulfil such 

Bryant, "Aboriginal SeU.Govemment," note 45 above, 20. *' spawow u. R.. 119901 1 SCR 1075 it 1117. 
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promises was not dircdy at issue in early cases, the exact nature of the obligation was 
left une~plored!~ 

Some writers have argued, from a review of the early jurispmdenee, that the Crown's 
responsibity towards F i  Nations was seen, prior to 1984, to entail only political obliga- 
tions "in the execution of which the state must be free from judicial ~ o n t r o l " ~  While 
many would suggest this was a mixlkcted approach to the Crown's obligations, espe- 
cially in light of the Royal Prodamtion 61763, it was the approach adopted by the 
courts before 1984. Guerin st al v. 7he Queen5' was a turning-point in this regard The 
Supreme Court of Canada departed h m  the 'plitical trust" approach and recognized 
instead a judicially enforceable fiduciary obligation on the part of the Crown towards 
"Indian~."~' 

Despite Guerin, the fiduciary relationship between the Crown and mrst Nations is 
still being more s@caJIy detailed as caselaw develops. Although many writs alleging 
breaches of fiduciary obligation have been filed,53 many of which stem from claims, few 
of these actions have yet worked their way through the system to the dedsion stage. There 
is no doubt that there are many unidentified fiduciary obligations which will be clarified 
in the years ahead Any discussion of claims polio/ should take a forward-looking approach 
to fiduckuy issues and not confine the legal tests and standards to those articulated by 
the courts to date." A fundamental shift in the jnrispmdence is under way, as is apparent 
from the leading constitutional case on aboriginal rights, Sparrow v. R." 

An understanding of each dimension of the Crown's fiduciary obligations does not need 
to be derived from the caselaw, and F i t  Nations should not have to litigate over every 
alleged breach of fiduciq responsibility. The Supreme Court of Canada has provided some 
general principles in Gumin and Sparrow which can be used to scrutinize the Crown's 
behaviour in its relations with F i t  Nation~.'~These general principles should be extrap 
lated and generously applied to scrutinize the behaviour of the Crown in all its relations 
with F i t  Nations, especially in the claims area. Wben fiduciary principles are examined, 
and considered in the context of the Crown's relations with First Nations, it is dear that 
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the theory of Cmwn fiduciary responsibility is one of the most signiscant constitutional 
docnines in Canada today. 

The fidudary responsibility was constitutionalized in Sparrow and, wide it will 
undoubtedly be developed hmher, in implications for land daims tefom are nothing short 
of vast Cow can now review legislalion and governmental action affecthg First Nations 
against a set of prindples atising from the law of fiduciaries. The rationale W d  the 
fidudary principle in Canadian law, and in equity, is relatively straighdonvard As Finn 
states, "fiduciary law's concern is to impose stan&ds of acceptable conduct on one patty 
to a relationship for the benefit of the other where the one has a responsibility for the 
ptesetvation of the other's interest"" The standards of acceptable conduct se imposed 
on the fiduciary to ensure that its use of the power and oppottunities provided by its posi- 
tion rn proscribed and that it is acting on behalf of, and in the interest of, its p ~ a p d  

Ihe stria standards of conduct that attach to fidudaxies in Canadian law are an out- 
growth of the law's admow!&gment that the fidudaq tehlionsbip is such that "one party 
is at the mercy of the other's dkmtion"18 The categories of fiduciary are seen, like the 
categories of negligence, to be open and dynamic The initial mgnition by the judiciary 
of the fiduciary relationship between the Crown and F i t  Nations arose in the context 
ofthe subordination of F i t  Nations' land internu to the Crown's d e d  ultimate title 
in Cuetin. \Khile tNs is a houbliig aspect of the law of Crown fiduciary obligations 
towards F i  Nati~ns,'~ it could be o v m m e  if the presumption of the Cmwn's ultimate 
title was critically examined, or examined at all, by the mum. In the United States, the 
notion of fiduciary responsibilities is seen as existing within a non.hieratchical s m c ~ t e .  
Even in Canadian law, it is not imagined that the fiduciaq relationship newwily attacha 
because one patty is vulnerable or subordinate to the other.@ It is not a concept of 
wardship - it is a set of docuines developed to protect parties whose interests are 
vulnetable to a smnger party!' 

The landmark case on fiduciary responsibilities is Cuerin. In Guerin, the Musqueam 
Indian Band alleged that the federal Cmwn was in breach of ia bust mp~nsibilities arising 
fmm the leasing of 162 acres of surrendered reserve land. The Band had agreed to the 
surrender and lease of the 162 acres, based on certlin terms and conditions. The lease 

9 P.D. F i  Ihe Fidudvy Prindpk," in Youdan, ed, w, FLIu&r& and h h ,  note 45 above. 2. 
9 E Wehib ,  ihe Fidlry Obligation" (1975) 25 Un] I n 7. 
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actually negotiated by DlAND did not reflect the Band's understanding of the terms and 
conditions an4 in fact, contained some terms that had not been disclosed to the Band. 
Ihe lease was not provided to he Band until 12 yean after it was exeaned At Mr. Justice 
Collier found the Crom liable for breach of trust with respect to the surrendered lands 
and awarded $10 million in damages. On apped, Mr. Justice Ie Dain overturned the deci 
sion at trial, finding that the Crown's responsibilities under the Indian Act and the terms 
of surrender mated a politid trust only, one enforceable in Parliament but not in the 
mum. On further appeal, the Supreme Court of Canada reversed the Federal Court of 
Appeal dedsion and restored the aial judge's award of damages. In overturning the ded. 
don, three different judgments were offered, two of which (Wilson and Dickson JJ.) are 
based on the recognition of a Edudary obligation on the pan of the Crown to the Indians!' 

'Ihe judgments of Mr. Justice D i h n  and Madam Justice W i n  share a number of 
similarities, but they also diverge in important respects. A complete understanding of the 
fiduciary relationship therefore requires an analysis of both dedsions. Sice it is the deci- 
sion of Didrson J. which is generally considered to set out the ratio in Cuerin, it will be 
analyzed first in each of the areas considered. lhis retracing of the m n i n g  in G m n  
is essential to an understanding of the legal theory of fidudary responsibility adopted later 
in Sparrow, and for broader speculation regarding the implications and scope of the 
fidudary concept According to Dickson J. (Beetz, Chouinard, and lamer JJ. concuning), 
the Crown's fidudary relationship is founded on two bases; exactly which two bases is 
ambiguous in his reasons for judgment In particular, while Dickson J. dearly accepts as 
one base for the fiduciary responsibility the unique nature of I nd i i  title, he puts forth 
at various places in his judgment three differing choices for the second base: the statutory 
framework established for disposing of Indian land; the surrender requirement necessi- 
tated by the nature of Indian title; and the discretion over the management and dispo- 
sition of reserve lands which section 18(1) of the Indian Act confers on the Crown. While 
the importance of discretion for the fiduciary obligation has been emphasi~ed,~' most 
scholarly commentary on D i h n ' s  judgment, as well as later cases, focuses on the surren 
der requirement as the crucial second base.M The rationale of Dickson's judgment is 
therefore generally seen to be that the fidudary obligation arises only upon the surrender 
of Indian reserve land 

Writing for Mr. Justice Ritchie and Mr. Justice McIntyre in G m ' n ,  Wilson J. also finds 
the source of the fiduciary obligation in aboriginal title and in the historic responsibility 
ai~d powers that the Crown assumed to protect that title. In particular, section 18(1) of 
the Indian Act was seen as recognizing this responsibility but not creating i t  The Crown 
holds reserve lands subject to the fidudary obligation to protect and preserve the Band's 

6z Esrey J. decided the me on the issue of age in the views of most mmmenuum, however, this char- 
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interest in such lands. C o n m  to D i h n  J., M o r e ,  Wilson J. is willing to find that 
the Crown's fiduciary obligation e&LFprior 0 surrender and that it crystallizes upon 
surrender into an express aust 

Dickson J. defines the obligation that arises upon surrender as sui generis. Wre most 
First Nations' interests at common law, from aboriginal title to treaty rights, fiduaary 
obligauons owed to First Nations introduce unique dimensions to the law of fiduciaries. 
Dickson J. (as he then was) draws useful analogies to both the law of busts and the law 
of ageq .  Most imuctively, Didmn J. stam that while the Muciary obligah is not a fnq 
it is "husflike" in dmaam and is subject to p ~ a p l e s  "very similaf to those governing the 
law of busts. In general, the fiduciary's duty may be described as one of "utmost loyalty" 
to its principal. For her parf Wilson J. h d s  that, prior to surrender, the Crown's duty is 
to protect and preserve the Band's interest from invasion or deshuctioa 

Ihe Guerin case involved actions by the federal Crown in b& of stan& expected 
of a fiduciary. The question of whether such obligations are owed by the provincial 
Crown, Crown corporations, or other institutions that are emanations of the Crown was 
not canvassed in this matter. Given that the Crown is divisible in Canada, with pmvin- 
cial and federal inwmations, it is arguable that the provincial Crown ;dso bears fiduciary 
obligations. As Professor Slattery suggests: 

Ihe reanangement of CWstiNtional powers and rights acmmphhed at Confedention did nat 

Rduce the W s  o v d  Mucim &lieations to First Natmns. Rather. these oblirolions naked 
the vvious powers and rights to rhei &inations in Ottawa and the'Prow~ial-capirals~~ 

This opinion is also accepted by Alan Pran: 

Each level of govenunent has an independent constitutional role and responsibility. . . . 
Both are, howwer, subject to the demvlds of the honour of the Crown, and this must mean, 
at a minimum, that the aboriginal people to whom the Crown in dl its emanations o w  an 
obligation of praection and development, must not lose the benefit of that obhgaaon a 
of fede~al~pmvinaal jurisdictional un~ertainty.~ 

Although clearly a landmark decision and a significant departure from the politicaI trust 
domine, the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in Cuenn left a number of questions 
unanswered. For example, does the fiduciary obligation pertain only to reserve lands, or 
does it apply to all Indian lands? The language used in the iudgments of both Dickson 
and W i n J J .  strongly supports the view that the fidudary obligation applies to all Indian 
lands, not just reserve lands. Subsequent caselaw supports extending the obligation to 
all Indian lands. 
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In the first place, according to Diekson J.. the Indian i n m t  in land is the same whether 
one is discussing the interest in reserve lands or the u m m g n b d  aboriginal title in b'a. 
ditional tribal lands? Seeon4 if the Crown's responsibility was first recognized in the 
~oya l  Aodamation," then that respodility presumably continues to apply to all lands 
to which the Royal Prwdmution applies, provided, of course, that the Indian interest 
has not been extinguished69 Finally, there is no real reason not to extend the obligarion 
to all surrendem of aboriginal tide, including those made pursuant to a treaty or land daim 
merit The object in both instances is to ensure that the benefits of surrendering 
aboriginal land acnue to its aboriginal title holders. 

The Supreme Court of Canada has recognized that there is no signilicant distinction 
between the surrender of reserve lands and the surrender of aboriginal title lands, or even 
between reserve lands and aaditional territories. In Canadian Pmf i  La v. Paul el 
ul.,'O for example, the Coun stated in broad obiter language that "[iln Cuerin this Coun 
recognized that the Crown has a fiduaary obligation to the Indians with respect to the 
lands it holds for them." Similarly, in Ontario (A.G) v. Bear Island Foufldalirm~' the 
Supreme Coun of Canada accepted that fiduciary obligations arise with respect to the 
enforcement of treaty conditions. The failure of the Cmwn to ensure that the promises 
were honoured was conceded, in Bear Island, to constitute a breach of the Crown's fidu- 
ciary obligations. Although it may be argued that the fiduciary principle expressed in 
Cuerin is confined to the surrender of reserve lands, there is no clear reason why the 
obligation would not extend beyond surrenders and, in particular, to non-land dealings 
between the Crown and Indians. It was not dear early on, however, just how far the 
Court would be willing to extend the principle. The decision of Mr. Justice McNair in 
Mentuck v. C a d , "  for example, illustrates the early reluctance of courts to stray too 
far from the facts of W n .  

In Mentuck, the plaintiff moved off the reserve after representatives of the Mister 
of Indian Maits led him to believe he would receive compensation for his relocation 
and reestablishment costs. When the Crown refused to pay those costs, Mentudc sued 
for breach of contract and, in the alternative, breach of fidudary obligation. In the end, 
McNair J. found for Mentuck on the basis of breach of contract With respxt to the alleged 
breach of fiduciary duty, however, McNair J. s a d  that: 

It is one thing to say that the plaintiR's position vbbvis the defendant is suxqtible of raising 
some equity-in h i  favour, having regard to the sui generis relationship between lndiak 
and rhe Crown, and quite anather to assert that such position by its verynature automatically 



invokes the concomitant law of fiduciuy obhgat~on. . . The plainuffs daim for breach of 
vust within the meaning of the M n  principle is not sustainable by any reckoning.'3 

Even prior to the deddon in Splurmu, it it be @ that a h a d  scope for the Mu. 
etay principle was adopted by the decision of W i n  J. in Rob& v. C a d , "  a case 
in stark contrast to McNair J.'s decision in Mentuck. The Ro&erts case involved a dispute 
between two Bands over the exclusive use and occupation of reserve lands. The matter 
came before the Supreme Court of Canada on the preliminary issue of want of jucisdic- 
Uon In dedding that the Federal Coutr did have the jwisdi&n to hear the daim, Wilson J. 
found that the provisions of the Indian Acf, while not constitutive of the obligations 
owed to the Indians by the Crown, did mdify the pmxisting duties of the Crown towards 
the Indians." ll& M n  sigihndy expnded the soope ofthe fidudaty respsibiiities 
outside the land-surrender context 

In Guerin, the majority of judges recognized a fiduciary obligation on the part of the 
Crown towads F i t  Nations. It is not certain, however, whether all the traditional ele. 
menu of the law of fiduciaries are encompassed by the suigsneris relationship between 
the Crown and First Nations Arguably, all the traditional aspects of the fiduciary con 
cept, as understood at private law, are present, along with those extra prinaples arising 
from the special nature and histoty of the relationship between the Crown and aborigi- 
nal peoples. In the uial decision by the British Columbia Supreme Court inadpmuukw, 
Chief Justice MacEachem suggested that "the categories of fiduciary, like those of negli- 
gence, should not be considered cl~sed."'~ Fiduciary principles would certainly apply to 
conflicts of interest a matter that has been considered by the Federal Court of Appeal 

In Kruger, one of the main issues was whether there was a conflict between the 
Department of Indian Affairs and the Department of Transport over how the Indian occu- 
pants of the expropriated lands should be dealt with. Mr. Justice Heald found that a dear 
conflict of interest existed. In his opinion, a fiduciary must act && for the benefit 
of its principal, putting its own interests completely aside. The federal Cmwn could not, 
therefore, "default on its fidudvy obligation to the Indians through a plea of competing 
considerations by different depments  of government"" Heald J. also held thu, if a con 
Bictof interest does exi& the onus is on the fiduciary to show that the principal acted with 
full knowledge and was in possession of all relevant informati~n'~ Sice t h ~ ~  burden was 
not met, he fowd a breach of fiduciary obligation Heald J. went on to find, however, that 
the plaintiffs' daim was barred by statute. 
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MI. Justice Urie (Stone J. connuring) adopted a somewhat different view. Assuming 
that the rule of conflict of interest applied to fiduciaries, Urie J. found that there was no 
breach based on the alleged conflict between the two departments. F i  Indian Main 
did act as a stmng spokesperson for the Indians and did have an impact on the com- 
pensation received by them Furthermore, the duty owed by other depvtments to the 
Canadian public as a whole, including the Indians, must also be taken into account. 
F i y ,  the D e m e n t  of Transport was seen to have recogruzed the value of the lands 
to the Indim, and it was found that the department had disdosed all information to them 

It is not cleu whether there is a signifcant difference between the two positions. 
Heald J., for example, stated that he would have reached a different condusion had he felt 
that the Governor in Coundl had given careful consideration and due weight to the pleas 
of Indian Affairs. Urie J. felt this consideration did o w .  In other words, the difference 
between Heald J. and Urie J. appears to be a disagreement over the facts, not a disagree 
ment over the law: neither appears to believe that there will be a conflict every time 
more than one department is involved with aboriginal peoples. 

In general, a fiduciary is obliged to disclose fully all relevant information to its princi- 
pal ihe courts' concern over this rule is dearly illustrated in G m n  and Kruger. In each 
case, the finding of a fiduciary breach hinged partly on this fact In Guerin, for example, 
the Band had not been made aware. of the changed terms and conditions in the lease. 
S i a r l y ,  in K ~ g e r ,  Heald J., who found a fiduciary breach, held that the Band had not 
been made aware of the Department of Justice's legal opinion that Indian lands could not 
be expropriated. Drawing on the decisions of W i n  and Dickson JJ. in Guerin, it also 
appears that the Crown has a duty to consult with its prinapal and to respect the instruc. 
tions it receives from that principal. After Guerin, the Crown's duty to consult with Fist 
Nations was also endorsed by the Supreme Court of Canada in the S p m w  case within 
the context of fishing conservation measures. This duty was later adopted in the Ontario 
Court of Appeal in Skertyuore Ratepayers' Ass'n v. Shawanaga Indian B a d 9  

One of the sui generis aspects of the fiduciary relationship between the Crown and 
the First Natiom may be the obligation of the Crown to provide funding for litigation or 
for p r w s s  in which F i t  Nations must defend their intemts. In Ominayak andLubhm 
lake Indian Band v. Canada (Minister OfIndian Affairs a n d N o r t h  Develojimm@,80 
for example, the Indian Bands were engaged in ongoing actions with respect to the plain- 
tiffs' rights to certain lands in northern Albena The Bands sought a declaration in Federal 
Court that the Crown had a fiduaary duty to advance them money to enable them to pw- 
sue litigation brought in proteaion of their aborigml or heaty rights. An order of mandamus 
against the Minister and Her Majesty to pay the amount stated was also requested. The 
Court denied mandamus relief, but refused to mike the request for the declaration, since 

19 (1993), 16 OR (3d 393 (Onr C.4) 4W, cittng Peter W. H o g ,  C a r ~ L n u ~ O l M d e ,  3rd ed Vomnm: b Carswell, 1992), 81a 
(1987). 11 FIR 75. 



it might be possible to extrapolate from the principles set out in Cuerin and Kf'Uger a 
general obligation on the Crown to pmvide such funding. 

Although it has yet to be fully argued, a strong argument can be advanced that ueaUes 
give rise to very strict fiduciary responsibilities on the federal and provincial Crown. 
Mr. Justice lamer, in his reasons in Siari, hints at this when he stares, granted in o6iter, that 
"the very definition of a treaty. . . makes it impossible to avoid the condusion that a trealy 
m o t  be extinquished without the consent of the Indians ~oncerned"~' Consequently, 
any pmvindal or federal Crown action, w even the actions of Crown corporations, which 
would inhinge on treaty rights could invite judidal mutiny unless prior aboriginal consent 
for Crown action has been obtained. The fiduciary obligation to uphold the obligations 
agreed to in the ueaUes is arguably a duty of strict adherence and faithfulness on &e pan 
of the Crown. Any deviation from the treaty should have the consent of the descendants 
of the aboriginal signatories. In the case of the numbered, post-Confederation treaties, 
the impact of the Natural Resources Transfer Agreements on treaty rights may have to 
be reconsidered in this light 

m e  nature of the fiduaary obligation owed by the Crown was extended and consti- 
hltionalized by the Supreme Court of Canada in the watershed Sparrow decision. In that 
case, Chief Justice Dickson and MI. Justice LaForest, who wrote for a unanimous Court, 
offered three propositions grounding a constitutional entrenchment of Crown fiduciary 
responsibilities in seaion 35 of the Constitution Act 1982. 

(1) Section 35(1). . . affords aboriginal peoples constitutional protection against pmvin. 
dal legislative power. We are, of course, aware that this would, in any even< flow 
from the Guerin 

(2) M n ,  together witM v. Tawand WWms . . . gmund a general guiding p- 
for s. 35(1). That is, the government has the responsibility ro act in a fdwiary capacity 
with mpea ro aboriginal peoples ihe relatiomhip behueen the govemmnt and abori- 
gmal peoples is "rrnSt.&e," rather thvl adversanal, and contemporary remgnition and 
affirrmtnn of aboriginal rights must be defined in light of this historic ~'elatiomhip.~' 

(3) [Uhe words "recognition and affirmation" incorporate the.fiduciuy relaionship 
referred tn earlier and so import some restraint on the exercise of sovereign power." 

These three path-breaking statements in the Supreme Court of Canada's decision rep- 
resent a siRruficant expansion of the fiduciary relationship in at least three distinciways. 
Indeed, w~.c. Biie;who acted for the Crown, has te&ed the decision in Sparrow a 
"quantwleap fo~ward."~~ 

81 R v Sioui. [I9901 1 SCR 1021 at 1063. ;; Sg.m&,mfe 47 ibove, 406. 

84 Ibd., 409. 
85 In his remarks on a panel at the Annual Meeting of the Indigenous BY Awxillion. November 3. 1991. 



PoUowing the language of the Coun in S ' ,  the fiduciary obligation has been amti- 
tutionalized within section 35(1) of the Cotl~lWkm Ac4 I982. The Court has stated that 
the Bduciary responsibility is a general guiding principle for section 35 - part of the 
framework of section 35 itself, as opposed to an aboriginal "right" This is signi6can~ 
because aboriginal claimants will not have to establish that the fiduciary obligation is an 
"existing aboriginal or maty right" in a part~cular action This is not to say that the spe- 
dfic name ar scope of the fiduciary obligation wil l  not vary by context It certainly will 
However, the general fiduciary responsibiity is part of the srmcture of seetion 35 and 
therefore part of the fabric of the Constitution of Canada 

In addition, the language used by the court, in parficular the statement that the Crown 
must act in a "fidudary capacity" with respect to F i t  Nations, suggests that the Court has 
discarded its earlier "land" limitation on the fiduciary concept It now appears that the 
Supreme Court of Canada has recognized and mnstitutionalized a general fiduciary oblip 
tion on the Crown with mpect to the totality of its relations with aboriginal peoples; this 
would argdly extend to the policy formation and disputeresolution aspects of the relation- 
ship as much as the land.based obligations. Binnie, for example, suggests that, in light of 
Sparrow, the Supreme Court of Canada has clearly imposed the fiduaary obligation not 
only on the Crown but also on the Crown's exercise of legislative authority." According 
to some commentators, the imposition of this duty with respect to the lawmaking func- 
tion appears to encompass a positive duty on the legishues to act In particular, Mflavish 
asserts that the Supreme Court of Canada has imposed a positive duty to negotiate in good 
faith." Ihe duty of good faith as a fiduciary obligation (i.e., enforceable in the courts) 
must be reflected in federal land claims policy. 

Ihe Supreme Court of Canada has articulated a view of secrion 35 which envisions, 
in the presence of a fiduaary obligation, that an assessment must be made whether limita 
tions on aboriginal or treaty rights are unreasonable, whether they impose undue hani- 
ship, and whether such limitations deny First Nations the preferred means of exerdsig 
their rights. The Court has also suggested additional factors to consider in determining 
whether the honour of the Crown has been uphe!d in a partiah c m  ' h e  faaors indude 
whether fair compensation has been offered in expropriation situations and whether 
consuhation has ocnrrred" Arguably, the duty of fair compensation can be applied outside 
expropriation situations, and this approach should inlluence the formation of new claims 
policy. These specific areas represent unique fiduciary duties, in addition to all the usual 
duties a fiduciary bears at Canadian law. 

Nevertheless, considering the r e i b  of the Supreme Court of Canada's decision in 
Sparrow, there is a paucity of jurisp~dence in this area The majority of decisions to date 

& Biilc,  lk S p m w  C a l m e r  note 45 hove 117 However, the Mmq obbgwon may nor go as far 
as mmplhng the legs lam lo e n n  leplwon at a pmwh poml m Mle See Bruno i Cads 11991 1 
2 CNlR 22 lFCml 4.w h o r n  vAlPlnndar/ndm&ndNo 174 1 C a d  



have generally been within the renlm of litigation over hunting and fishing rights and 
have primarily foaLFed on the jusEiAation p~ocess under section 35(1). In the one case 
found outside this area, the Court considered@mw unhelpful be*luse its factual basis 
was grounded in the regulahon of fishing. Of course, them is the trial court dedsion of 
the British Columbia Supreme Court in Dslgamuukw," which seriously restricted the 
ptinaples developed in @atmu in both the area of ex!jnguishment of aboriginal rights 
and in the fidudary rqmnsibilitytYw This case is under appeal, and until the Supreme 
Court of Canada assesses it (if they eventually do), we should probably not read ton 
much into i t  The p ~ d p l e s  from the law of fidudaries are critical, but a general approach 
should be taken bemuse the retreat into stabic legal positions has been one strategy in 
the daims area which has undermined p r o p s .  As one commentator suggests: 

[S]ubsmtive aimiaunder a new policy developed may need to go beyond the peen1 stve 
of Canadian law. A just and fak resolution of a dDpute on its own merits may require awn- 
sideration of faimess and equity of cenain actions from a prhdpled point of view and with 
regard to the full Well dmmstances. Anything less will not lddrers the primvy god 
ofdeaUngwithgrievaneerindaway~itcevedtobemim~ttoperefulCrom 
Aborieinal relations. Anv tribunal mated will no doubt become exoen in its field and will 
pro&ly end up 14 rather than following Canadian law?I 

' 

After Spmrow, the Department of Indian Affain issued an internal memorandum 
which outlined the imolications of the decision and soliated views fmm each senor of the 
department on fidu& responsibiities?z The memorandum acknowledged that fidudary 
responsihiities arise in the context of the department's administration of legislation, regw 
latbns, programs (including negotiations), &d policies, as well as through its practices. 
h other words, virtually every action taken at the Department of Indian AfFairs admit- 
tedly has a fidudary co~ection,The document did not suggest that fidudary obligations 
were owed in the dationship between the Crown and aboriginal peoples during litiga- 
tion, but that may be a refleaion of the fact that the memorandum was written by Justice 
offiaals who had not turned their mind to this question. 

The fiduaary obligations that the department and the Cmwn bear in aJ their relations 
with Fist Nations are considerable, and they are now constitutional in nature. Even in 

* DeI~amuYhO. note 76 hove. 233. 
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the relatively cautious memorandum circulated by the Depamnent of Indian Affairs, it 
was aeeepted that officials must consider in each instance whether an aboriginal or treaty 
right is affected by that action If aboriginal and treaty rights am affected (and it is unlikely 
that they would not be, given the nature of the Depamnent of Indian Affairs' responsi- 
biity), then officials must ask whether the interference is reasonable, whether it imposes 
undue W h i p ,  whether it denies the ex& of nghts, and whether the purpose or effect 
of the restriction unnecessarily infringes the rights protected 

As noted above, S p a m  provides unequivocal suppoR for the view that the fiduciary 
relationship attaches to both the provincial Crown and the federal Crown. As Mflavish 
questions, in light of S p a m ,  "[wlill the Provindal Crown be held liable to the Aborigmal 
Peoples for failure to perform the positive fiduciary duty apparently vested at law in the 
Attnrney This question appears to have been answered aflirmatively by 
D i h n  CJ., in his wnNrring judgment in MitcheUv. Peguis Indian ~attdetal." As men- 
tioned earlier, Dickson CJ. accepts that "[flrom the aboriginal perspective, any federal- 
provincial divisions which the Crown has imposed on itself are internal to itself and do 
not alter the basic structure of SovereigrrIndian relations."" Hence, the division of legis- 
lative power by the Constitution Act, 1867, and the assignment of jurisdiction over 
Indians and lands resewed for the Indians to the federal government do not divest the 
provinaal Crown of its fiduciary obligations. 

m e  I h e o n  fotward from Sparrow must lead to a complete resonfiguration of the rela- 
tionship between the Crown and aboriginal peoples. We have yet to meet this challenge in 
the land daims policy area it is an encouraging sign that the Liberal Party of Canada in 
its platform recognizes that claims policy has not kept pace with important legal devel- 
opments like Sparrow. In my opinion, the legal community, and federal government 
lawyers in particular, have been slow to embrace the extent to which section 35 repre- 
sents a break with the past as well as a new paradigm for relations between First 
Nations and Canada As the Supreme Court of Canada accepted in Sparrow, the sig- 
nificance of section 35 extends beyond the constitutional protection for the rights of 
F i t  Nations: 

Secrion 35 calls fw a just settlement for aboriginal peoples. It renounces t%e old dd of he 
~ m n e  under which the Crown establidwd courts of law and &med thme courts the aurhoritv - 
to quesdon sovereign daims made by the Crown% 

93 M~'r1nsh 'Fidudyy Duties of The Crown," note 45 above, 194. 
94 MilchsU u. Peguir lndinn B m d e t d ,  [I9901 2 SCR 85. 
5 %id, 109. 
% Spczmtu, mte 47 above, 416 (quoting imm Pmfesnr N. Lyon). Emphasis aided 



A generous approach to the law of fiduciaries should inform the implementation of a 
new daims policy. The Crown's duties as a fidudary must p u n d  the process of daims 
refom. 'IXese duties indude, among other fhings: 

. dn obligation to avoid conflicts of interest; 

the duty to disdose informatior& 

the duty to fund the defenm of land rights; and 

the obligation to give a priority to aboriginal interests over other competing interests. 

Indeed, these obligations, and others stemming from the fiduciary relationship, should 
be the guiding p ~ u p l e s  in the daims policy implementatron p m s .  



T U R P E L  / FAIR ,  E X P E D I T I O U S ,  A N D  A C C O U N T A B L E  P R O C E S S  

 IONS FOR A NEW PROCESS 

The guiding principles of fiduciary relations suggest several options for new develop 
ments on the process side of land claims policy and the resolution of disputes. Building 
on these principles, as well as on the new political commitments described earlier, the 
following aitical departures are required in daims policy: 

. lndependena from government in the dispute.mlution process so as to avoid contlim 
of interest, to ensure neutrality, and to allow First Nations the security of protection 
from adverse action by the Crown. 

. A jointly created (First Nations/govemment) institution, operating under a jointly 
defmed protocol, which can employ all dispute resolution strategies to ensure that 
negotiations are successful. It will also prevent adversarial encounters, which are 
inconsistent with a fiduciary's obligations, over rights. The role of this institution will 
include mediation, biidiig and non-biding arbitmion, and adjudication 

. A new substantive claims policy that repudiates extinguishment, unifies the definition 
and criteria for daims, emphasiis the honour of the Crown and full compliance with 
fiduciary duties, and recognizes aboriginal and treaty rights. 

From a dispute resolution or process perspective, the real issue seems to be whether 
courts should deal with land claims issues at all. This is obviously a political decision, but 
arguably there are many good reasons to suggest that the policy re fom imagined should 
swam claims and disputes over claims away from the courts and into a fairer and more 
expedient expert independent body. The independent dispute-resolution tribunal should 
not be viewed as an addan to an otherwise flawed policy. While immediate progress can 
be made by improving the procedures for claims disputes, the policymaking and negotia- 
tion process must be inEused with q c t  for the rights of F i i  Nations, fiduciary prindplq 
and independent decision-making 

The principles derived from the law of fiduciaries as well as the numerous studiis 
and reports and the recent Liberal P a q  platform all endorse a nonwlversarial process 
for resolving land claims disputes. Moreover, the recognition of the inherent right of self. 
govenunent calls for powersharing in mating institutions to deal with contlicts and 
jointly calling into existence such institutions. The courts are still one-sided institutions. 
They do not reflect this kind of powersharing or a sensitivity to a bicultural approach. 



They are premised on the adversarial system, with little or no openings for alternative 
philosophies of dispute resolution such as atbitration or mediation?' As the work of the 
Indian &ims c o d i o n  illustrates, a unique appmach to evidence is required when 
Indian claims are addressed. The oral tradition of First Nations and the fragmentary 
nature of Canadian historical mrds necessitate a different approach to evidence and 
fact$nding. The "legal" p ~ d p l e s  are wohing. 

F i t  Nations' legal prinaples have not been reflected in the mainstream Canadian 
legal system. A bicultural sensitivity in the and application of norms is absolutely 
essential for fair daims resolution. New principles, and wen a new process of resolving 
conllicts, need to be developed, ideally by an expert body that can reflect in its composi 
tion and mandate the history, ahz ,  and sensibitia of both aborigind and n o n a b o ~  
aaditiom. As noted above, such an expert body would most likely lead, and not simply 
follow, the law. ' I lks leadership is essentia since the law in this area is not simply Anglo- 
American law. As Professor Brian Slaltery has observed: 

The doetrine of aboriginal land rights does not originate in English or French property law, 
and it does not stem from native custom. It is an autonomous bodv of law that bridees 
the gulf between naive system of tenure and the European &tens applying inhe 
settler mmmunih It ovenrcher and e m b  these systems, without forming p~ of them 

Such an appmach might cause discomfon on the part of government, which would like 
a sense of certainty in a process - a knowledge of what principles will he applied in 
advance. However, as the Supreme Court of Canada accepted in Spanmu, we are in a 
period of reworking the rules of the game. Many of the old norms and phiIosophies 
applied tn F i  Nations need to be wmnined critically, wen abandoned h one sense, 
we are in a significant period of change and re-evaluation of an entire area of the law. 
Fidudary principles alone would suggest that this reevaluation should not pmnit the 
Crown to hide behind old jurisprudence and notiom that r e M  a period of caselaw which 
few are proud to be associated with today. As Mr. Justice Hall suggests in his seminal 
decision in Cakler. 

The assessment and interpretation of the historical documents and enactments tendered in 
evidence must be approached in the light of presentday research and knowledge, dis- 
regarding anaent m p t s  formulaled when an understanding of the customs and culture 
ofouour original people was rudimentary and inmmplete and when they were thought to be 
wholly without mhesiq lzws or ~ l m ,  in effect a subhuman spedes.99 

97 For a good d ' k m b n  of dispute-resolution phkmphies, although without amtment of F i  Nations In. 
ditions, see McCm "Lhpute Baohtion bidanisms in the Resolution of Comprehensive Aberiginal 
claims," note 8 above. 

98 Slattery, 'UndentYding Aboriginal Rights," note 45 rbove, 74445. " m, rmte 7 rbove, 346. 



TuRPEL / FAIR ,  EXPEDITIOUS,  A N D  A C C O U N T A B L E  PROCESS 

In my new, the only way to avoid the assessment of claims based on antiquated 
notions or mistaken perceptions of Firsr Nations peoples and their histories is to ensure 
that the institution assessing a dispute is representative of both First Nations and now 
aboriginal peoples. The courts cannot provide this diversity, nor is their history or 
discourse well suited to such innovation. We need to develop for this unique purpose a 
dispute-resolution process that can supplant to a large extent the jurisdiction of the u)m. 
1 realize that any tribunal or even claims court established would not be able to shield 
itself entirely from judidal review by a superior court it should, however, be able to 
ensure that Andings of fact and mixed issues of fact and law ire dealt with at the tribunal 
level, thereby increasing the chances for greater sensitivity at the appeal level to the 
bicultural nature of the daims enterprise. 

Until we make the step and esrablish an independent tribunal that on fadlitate neg* 
tiations, mediate disputes in the negotiations, and, if all else fails, adjudicate disputes, we 
will not see a genuine claims resolution process. F i t  Nations will continue to be forced 
into litigation because of an impossibly slow and manifestly unfair negotiation policy. A 
tribunal needs "teeth" to work - it has to be binding on the par!ies - but it also has to be 
a joint creation of the federal government and First Nations. 'Ihe role of the provinces in 
the creation of such a nibunal is a serious issue, owing to the constitutional transfer of 
lands and resources to the provinces in the ConstWhi Ac4 1867. Fmvindal involvement 
in estabbhing the tribunal may well be required, although section 35 would seem to allow 
some creative approaches even to the judicanue sections of the Cmtihrtion Act I8U. 

Serious consideration should be given to an independent claims commission, one with 
a capadty to fadtifate negotiations (such as setting timetables for progress and arranging 
logistics when needed), to mediate when disagreements start to harden, and ultimately 
to adjudicafe disputes. The techruques of dispute resolution, drawing on developments 
in alternative dispute resolution, need to be tailored to the s p d c  bicultural context of 
First Nations/Crown relations. An expert body can develop new techniques by drawing 
on the best in disputeresolution literature and by experimenting with these techniques 
until they reflect the history and context of the disputes. 'Ihe impressive early work 
undenaken by the lndian Claims Commission has convinced me that an independent 
claims body requires flexibility and support to develop this knowledge and to apply it to 
claims disputes. 

An independent claims commission needs a legi&ive basii to be independent - and the 
legislation should first be approved by F i  Nations and then be captured in a protocol 
signed by both the federal government and F i t  Nations leaders. Without a legislative 
base, the claims body could be abolished by one party - the federal government (or the 
executive if it is cancelled by order in council) - and rhis constant threat would have a 
fhillkrg eNed on its work It would not be independent under these cimmstances, since it 
would be dependent on continued executive support for its fufure. An independent claims 
commission must have a degree of insulation from the vicissitudes of federal politiu if it 
is to provide the perspedive and independence on disputes needed to ensure fair ueahnent 
and n e W t y  in the process. While a political act is necessary to create the institution, 



it must be one that is fully mindful of Crown Bduciuy duties and the need to end con- 
Bias of interest, as well as the manifest unfairness in the current policy fnmework 
Another useful feature of jointly sponsored (federal-AFN) legislation is that provisions 
for appointments and remuneration of commissioners can be Rxed in a manner similar 
to the pmvision for judges' salaries and independence in the C m W n  Act, 1867. 

The option of cleating a daims court is obviously available to F i t  Nations and the 
federal government However, many arguments would seem to be stacked against this 
alternative: the need to move away from adversarialism, to develop a unlqrre approvh 
to evidence, and to foster a cultural sensitivity about the principles to be applied in the 
resolution of disputes. A court might be an option as a specific appeal body for a tribunal 
and such a configuration should be considered However, as discussed above, a court by 
itself would not seem capable of addressing the manifold problems with the current 
policy and the iIBtituti0nd setting for claims. An expert tribunal might be seized with a 
continuum of jurisdiction responsibiity, with an emphasis on procedural flexibiity. 
l k  body that is established needs to be able to report annually on pmgress to both 

parliament and the F i t  Nariws and to make suggestions for improvements in the process. 
Its decisions need to be biding on the parties; if it is not a mandatory process, tke pards 
will slip back into an advenvial relationship. The experience in New Zealand with the 
Wmtang~ Tribunal is reIwant here, although policy reform in Canada must d e d  the unique 
experiences of this country. F i t  Nations peoples in Canada are diRerent from the Maori. 
Until 1988, the Waitangi Tribunal, like the current Indian Claims Commission, possessed 
only the power to make remmmendations to government Many of its decisions were 
ignored or its mommendations were rejected by government Even now it has biding 
jurisdiction only over some disputes; because the degree to which a decision is bin- b 
based on public acceptabiity, the rights of the Maori can seriously be compromisd.'w 
Public acceptabiity can mean that the rights of the Maori a numerical minority in New 
7.ealand, are simply rejected by the maprity after a media campaign This kind of process 
is not approp~in~wheretheCrownbevs~obli@onstoPirstNations 
If an opinion poll in this country were to support the ellminarion of aboriginal and aeaty 
rights, any government action to implement such a view would be challenged as a breach 
of both its fiduciary duty and the constitutional prote~ions in section 35. 

In addition to cleating this independent body, other essential refom are required 
'lbe lhe of historical research and funding for claims requires greater independence as 
well. Although the past several years have witnessed the development of Treaty and 
Aboriginal Rights Research Centres m s s  the country, research budgets, for the most put, 
are maintained within government, as is critical resevch into claims. This positioning 
raises concerns about conflicts of interesr Measures need to be considered to introduce 
independence into the resevrh process. An independent daims commission might need 
to h o w  a research capacity for daims disputes, and, without supplanting the Treaty and 

IW See kollum, 'Dispute Resolution hkhims," note 8 dove, 157. 



Aboriginal Rights Resemh Centres, to involve an independent body of scholars to over- 
see work in this area, perhaps adopting guidelines for ethics in mearch similar to those 
developed by the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples in 1993. 

Funding issues are also crucial, and the current arrangements have been widely aiti- 
cized. Funding is given in the form of loans against eventual settlements, and the 
Depatmmt of Indian Affairs tightly conmls these budgets almost to the point of dictating 
what ldnd of research or professional service a claimant can a c m  to prepare its submis 
sion. lndependence in funding dedsions must be inuodueed Although the department 
has been nitidzed for the conflicts of interest that are apparent in its h d i n g  of test 
eases, no measum have been talren to remove dedsions on h d i n g  of test cases to an 
independent agency. An independent claims commission should also have responsibility 
for funding decisions and should ensure that these decisions are divorced hom assess- 
ments of the & of @& daims. Access m the daims process by all potential dahants 
is an important objective. It would seem plausible that many claims have not been sub- 
mined to date bemuse of the control the department has o w  funding the preparation of 
submissions. 

An independent claims commission would need to perform a variety of other h c C  
tiom. Some of these were idendlied by the Joint F i t  Nations-Federal Government Working 
Gmup on Specific Claims in its neuaal draft recommendations. lhese additional functions 
would include: 

providing a database of past settlements; 

educating the public about the claims process and the importance of fair claims 
resolution; 

monitoring the alienation of lands and resources during negotiations; 

translating materials into First Nations languages; 

- identifying sources of information and training on negotiation skills and dispute 
resolution; and 

. dealing with disputes arising from the implementation of settlements. 

BUlLDINC ON THE INDIAN CLAIMS COMMISSION 

The Indian Claims Commission has been an important new institution and, even with only 
two years' experience, it ha. established credibility and developed expertise on m s k  
cultural mediation and neeotiation. Its effectiveness. however. has been undermined bv 
government inaction on its recommendations and the appearance of control by goveri- 
men4 especially on appointments. The Commission is not sufficiently independent to 
make biding decisio& and its mandate is too narrow. It does not have a legislative 
basis, which would be necessary for it to operate with a range of powers, including that 
of a quasi-iudicial tribunal. Moreover, it would appear that iu mediation capacity is being 



overlooked because it has no "teeth" to supervise negotiations except by the consent of 
the panics. f i e  government has been slow to avail itself of this option This situation will 
continue unless the supenisory authority of the Comnis4on is strengthened 

What is required in the way of an independent commission is an institution that will 
have mandatory jurisdiction over the progress of daims from the validation stage through 
to the settlement implementation phase. An independent mmmission c o d  be established 
with a ohasedasedin -n: for exam~le. with a mandate for validation and &ment 
reviewior an ini& period, &owed b i  a larger role in supenising negotiaiions. Perhaps 
the Indian Claims Commission as it is now mandated is the k t  step in a process leading 
to the establishment of a fully indepdendent claims process. 

An independent dahm process requires a legislative basis rooted in a joint pmtocal 
between F i  Nations and the federal government Such a protocol would require legish 
tion passed by P h e n t  and by an appropriate mechanism (resolution) by First Nations. 
'the Indian Claims Commission is an institution to build on, rather than to begin the pmcess 
anew and potentially lose the expertise the Commission has cultivated in terms of 
Commisioners' knowledge, pmfessional sraff, and emerging protocol lhis option should be 
seriously considered by government and by First Nations' leaders 'the work done by the 
Joint Working Gmup, while focused at the time only on spedfc claims policy, is also use- 
ful for inirjating the dialogue. l a  proposals on independent assessment panels and dispute 
resolution are good starting positions, although its recommendations do not go far enough 
to support a fully independent commicsion with jurisdiction over daims negotiation. 



The consensus for an independent claims commission is evident However, concentrated 
effort and goodwill are needed to take the proposal for such a commission from the 
stage of political consensus to one of policy implementation in a legislative framework . . 

It cannot be done unilaterally by government Implementing these proposals will require 
a process whereby F i t  Nations' leaders and federal ministers come together over a short 
period of time to decide on an implementation stmtegy, to drah a protocol and to develop 
legislation and resolutions. 'Ibis process should take no more than a few months, with 
concerned political effort and the assignment of officials to complete the administrative 
tasks and drafting required 

Because progress on claims is intimately tied to progress on such other issues as self. 
government and economic self-sufficiency, there is good reason to give claims resolution 
a special priority. It prwides an oppormnity to develop a better working relarionship berween 
government and F i t  Nations. Rebuilding hvst and enduring peaceful relationships is 
long overdue. 1 do not see any sigubcant theoretical, legal, or constitutional obstacles in 
tke path of implementing an independent claims commission. It does mean change, but 
change that wiU bring the conduct of the Crown more in line with its fiduciary duties to 
F i t  Nations. Again, this is long overdue. As the Liberal Party of Canada acknowledges 
in its platform, land claims policies have not kept pace with developments in the jurispm 
dence. ?he jurispmdence has reached a point where, after Sparrow, it is recognized that 
the rules of the game have to be reconfigured with the full participation of F i t  Nations; 
policy now needs to be brought into line with this reality. 

I believe there may be a role to be played by the Indian Claims Commission in fad-  
itating the process towards implementing a new policy. The Commission has an effwtive 
communication strategy, and expertise on existing policies and reform options. Even if its 
current mandate is limited, it has the services of skilled mediators, and it could provide 
"hiendly offices" to fadlitate the discussion process that needs to start immediately if First 
Nations and governments are to begin a process of implementing the Liberal platform. 



lhis article has not addressed claims policy in an exhaustive manner. Additional work is 
requued, but it is not theoreW or academic work. What is needed is for Chiefs and 
federal politicians and officials to meet 'around a common table to chart an agenda for 
implementing the commitments made in the Uberal Party platform ?he Joint Working 
Group process needs to be reactivated with a broader mandate: to include both s p d c  
and comprehensive claims policy, arid to craft an independent claims proeess. A draft 
protocol for establishing a new Joint First Nations/Canada Working Group on an 
Independent Claim Commission has been attached for discussion (Appendix A). 

A definite timeframe for implementing the proposals d i e d  in this ankle, as well 
as those developed in the draft protocol prepared by the previous Joint Working Group, 
needs to be set Otherwise, as we have too often witnessed in the pas( sinm goodwill and 
intent will evapwate if the process is p l d  in the hands of offidals who are operating with- 
out incentives for reform. In the meantime, the Indian Claims Commission could play a 
role in facilitating this dialogue, if the players believe this process would be useful. It 
could also improve the process during a one or twoyear period during which a more 
fuUy independent process, in keeping with Iidudary obligations, is developed For example, 
all claims rejected at the validation stage could now be referred to the Indian Claims 
Commission for automatic review so as to ensure that ~diInents of admhWmive fairness 
are being afforded to claimants. 

'Ihe agenda for land claims reform is stalled at present lhis is a tragic situation, given 
that so many options are available for immediate p r o p  and all parties in the politi. 
cal process have identified a common set of problems and made a commitment to reform. 
If w continue to delay the process of land claims reform, we face further hostility as the 
prospects for an enduring peaceful relationship between F i t  Nations and the Crown 
grow dimmer. Moreover, if we are to move forward on an agenda of fostering self- 
sufficiency and economic recovery in First Nations communitieq land claims policies must 
be considered a priority. As the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples suggests: 

For much of human history, the key to self.sufficiency has been land, the genesis of all 
resourn, and the h i s  of all ways of living, from traditional to industrial. Control of land 
is still at the cenae of many of the efforts being made by Aboriginal people to unlock the 
doors of economic development in their ~ommunities.'~~ 

101 Royal Cornminion on Aboriginal Peoples, Focucing t h e w g u e  (Ottlul: Supply and 1%3), 42. 



lhis protocol made this day of , 1995 

Ihe Assembly of First Nations representing the Chiefs of F i t  Nations Communities in Can& as 
represented by the National Chief (the "Assembly") 

AM): 

Ihe Government dCanada, as r e p m t e d  by the Minister of Indian ARdirs and Northem Dwelopment 
("Canada") 

W m  the Assembly has worked diligently to vhieve an honourable resolution of all land daims 
in order to ensure the wveful settlement of disoutes between First Nations and Canada and in 
order to ensure the restoration of F i m  Nations lands and resources as an important requirement 
for genuine self-govemmen~ 

AND WliEWU the Government of Canada h mgnwd the sigmficance of a major overhaul 
d f e w  land daims policy and speaficaUy the oeation of an m d e p m h t  daims conmision to deal 
with all disputes vis i  from land daims disputes; 

AND WHERPAS this Protocol b intended to establish a joint process to develop a fully independent 
fair and effective claims commission which would ensure that the mutual commitments of the 
Assembly and Canada can be realized; 



1. Ihe Assembly and Cvllda hereby formally establish a Joint Politicll Working Group and a 
Joint Technical Working G r o u ~  comprised of the members ~IKI allemates listed in Schedule "A" 
attached hereto [to be added]. 

2. Ihe ~ c i i o u  of the Joint Political Working Group is to begin immediately discussions on the 
implementation of Government proposal for a fuYl independent deims commission. Support for 
the work of theJoint Political Working Group will be pvided by aJoint Tedmical Worbg Group. 

3. Ihe exisring Indian Wms Commission cul be called upon by both or either of the parties to 
this p r o m 1  to provide fadlitation, admi&Nive or ofher support mnsidered neeessvy for the 
disolssions lea@ toward !he establishment of an ~ndependent claims commission 

4. 'Ihe independent daims commission will be designed by IheJoint Political WorLing Group and 
draft f e d 4  i&hhon preplred to give @on to the commissio~ in addition to t k a p p r o p r i ~  
resolutions of h a t i o n  and support to be placed before the Chiefs:iAssembly. 

5. 'Ihe independent daims commission will be a joint d o n  of Canada and the Assembly and 
the composition, mandate, and mmembehip of the ppmed mmmisdon will re f la  this mmmibnent 
to political equality and joint decisionmakin& 

6. The independent daims commission will be designed with a view to the full compliance by 
the federal government of all fiducivy obligations owed to First Nations and with an emphasis on 
alternative disp~tes~resolution technques to emurage negotiued settlements of claims, such as 
mediation, arbiMoR and only as a last astrerulS a m o n  Momver, the Joint Political and Tdmical 
Working Groups will incorparate in the design of the independent claims commission Fkst Nations 
dispute-resolution tnditions. 

7. Members of the Joint Political Working Group will rmke every effort to achieve consensus on 
recommendations or dnfa and can engage the services of independent eqem, from time to time, 
in order to encourage the dirussion or flcilitate a consensus. 

8, Ihe Joint Politial Worlong Group will present a rqrort on its activities, including the draft legis 
Iation and Assembly resolutions before Januvy 1, 1996, in order to ensure that the independent 
claims commission can be put in place before June 1,1996. 

9. Ihe Assembly and Canada agree that there will be w public or media announcements m p d h g  
the independent daims commission until the work of theJoint Pditical Working Group is completed 
and then by prior agreement of the Nlt iod Chief of the Assembly and the Minister. 

10. The Assembly and Canada agree that in addition to the mandate to propose a kUy indepn- 
d m  daims commission, members of the Joint Political Working Group can also m&e any other 
recommendations for the renovation or reform of the federal land claims policies. However, it is 
acknowledged by both parties that progress on an indepndent claims conhision seized with a 
mandate to resolve conWm vising out of all claims b a fmt priority for policy refom 

11. Canada will provide financial resources to the Assembly for proper participation in the 
Joint Political and Technkd Working Groups, as detailed m a budget for the Groups, aaached as 
Schedule "B" [to be added]. 



12. m e  Assembly and Cauada will make available to the Joint Working Groups such information 
in their control as is necessary for the proper conducl of debemlions of the Joint Working Group, 
s u b j j  to rules on confidentiality and privilege and statutory restrictions on a c e s  to informaIion. 

13. lhis Pmtocol shall be effective for a penod of one (1) year horn the date that theJoinI Political 
Working Gmup fvst mees under this Protocol, and may be mended by written agreement from 
the Assembly and Canada. 

IN muis m n w  the Nltional Chief of the Assembly and the Minister b e  h t o  set heir hands 
on behalf of the Assembly and Canada respectively. 

National Chief of the Assembly Minister of Indian Affairs 
and Northern Development 
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